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Or /Wed Of Police Service
Volume LXIX BENTON, KENTUCKY, September 7, 1956 Number 17
County Board Of Education Request Special Election
1 above' are four men./
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Benton. former eist ei ne,. Law-
remle W. W. iii e. a id now ran-
11thite. for the officis of United ,
Stare. Senator of Kentucky (Mrpl
Wellnerby ce.owileti the )at ,
.tov queen of the fair); mid 1
C rceut Judge lleni ii 1,ovett,
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',holt .11 r...fter all bills have
bee. !soil ..al ta.i.. made
rkI4,1' eat' thin. knoW Just
host the II -t.intIS
R. V:. (Rol Wyatt,
07 Dies At Residen,ce
Mbn(lav. September 3 ,
It w .p ViSt an. 97-year- ;
old earn/ en.1 1.flung resident
of Mar- bal. Coen,' . died at his
home hen. at 7 p in. Sunday. ,
Wt :04 we, one of the coon-
elde having been
and reared and lived in
5i.11',11:111 (.1,11tity all his life. He I
was a member /if the Briensburg
Methodist Church
Survitor, his wife, Mrs.
Falltla' Wyatt; three daughters,
Mr. R R. MeWaters of Benton,
Mrs Ge neral Harrison of Pleas-
ant Rid^e. Michigan, and Mrs. W.
C. Rowland of Hazle Park. Mich :
two son,. Truie Wyatt of Benton
Route 5 and Solon Wyatt of Ben-
ton; 22 grandchildren and 24
great grandchildren.
Funeral services were held
Tuesday. September 4, at the Fit-
beck and Cann Funeral Chapel.
The Rev. V. H. Burnett and Rev.
J. Frank Young officiated. Burial
was in the Wyatt Cemetery near
Br ienshurg.
Grandsons served as pallbear-
ers. They are James Earl Wyatt,
Tommie Wyatt. Charles Wyatt,




August 24. Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Lee Green, Benton, a girl.
AULal. t 25, Mr. and Mrs. Tony
Smith Be nton Route 3, a boy.
August 27. Mr. and Mrs. Tom-
my Willis, Grand Rivers, a girl.
September 3, Mr. and Mrs. Har-
ry Bridges, Eddyville Route 2,
a girl.
September 5, Mr. and Mrs.
James Bell. 1301 Maple r.dreet,
Benton, a boy.
- J., izur:i:
, ..•:. ,' oij'iii.iliiti,
t 41 1114 Ilardm
ies Con:Hint. 'This ('0-
u.  ill1,l• Ft la 4--ellled
mitt rig Fraiay e.yeemig, Ssp-
teniber 7, at tile literdin II igh
Si...boo: zit a 00 n in. and f.11
explain the cooperative teleph-
one 'migrant
Ii 01 ittp coilpf•ra-
IS th,1' t:Itt i ,1 ci 11W ILO
, I, 11114.1,4• I III '1,, le
rib 'ii I ii 10,1 ll II' and Nlis
er member clf thi•tirci 4.
Ii , ,t I lice
gilt. lion- :old :if
,4 Pm po.c it thi•
I ii tii h111 all a modern
un to date dial teiephoile ss stem
.0 the earliest possthle, date ;end
.i .mplete. teletihone ser-
a e to this area.
I' 4 /11r :\lembei.s Added
I:1(Hd Control
: ts members. Robert
Ii .i • Ifartford; Robert P Bon_
, Jack Holt. Camp-
bellsville; and Martin Smith,
Frankfort. were added to the
Flood Control and Water Usage
Board and sworn in by Franklin
County Judge John Darnell for
fiwr tetm.
5 's serving art.; George
Long. Benton; J. B. Marlidge,
Nirt llamas; Walker Wilson,
Linden; Glen Lane, Morehead:
and Joe T. Morgan. Booneville.





R it iy Thweatt, 51, Calvert
C, Route 2, was hit anal fatally
17- ,r1.41 by a car after he got
off a bus on Highway 62 five
T1111,, from Kentucky Dam.
Thweatt wait struck at 5.30 p.
in Friday, August 31, and died
four hours later at Illinois Cen-
tral Hospital. Paducah
wa; momher of the Ma-
sonic Lodge No. 543 F&A.M.
Calvert City.
Survivors include his wife Mrs
Beulah Thweatt, Calvert City Rt
It one son. Staff Sgt, Bobby T.
Thweatt, Cherry Point, North
Carceina; One daughter, Mrs. Lee
Roy Phelps, Benton Route 6, one
step son, Carter Broadus; three
'asters, Mrs. Evelyn Bonds, and
Mrs. Bethel Slyer:. Paducah, Mrs.
Lillian Holley. St. Louis. Missouri;
two brothers, Albert Thweatt, De-
troit, Michigan :end Landon





day, September 2, at Fnheck and
Cann Funeral Chapel ivith Rev.
Cirtis Haynes and Rev. Harry
Cidwell officiating. Burial and
Masonic Services wen. held at
2 p. in. Monday, September 3.
at Grave side at the Sharpe
Cemetery.
Tummy Green Is
Dr. Farid Zeineddine 1/0Yor L. R. O'Daniel
iclohaSpit)elt.koLfoNuiAsvciAlle Sitp01171/1,.; Actiu/h:teitimau
The Louisville, Chapter of the
\ational Association of Cost At.-
..unite:its will. on Septeneber Ill
at 7 p. in. present at the Ken
lucky llotel. Ills Exe•elleticy
rid Zeinedeline, AmIgis,saist
from SYria geiest st)ealtor
Zemeddine still speak on Fe..
C.9111 .4.41'nimis 1)ellveell
sielia. nation repte,A•r1L..iii
tIi,' (Tinted Stile'.. With thi'
CFI It is f-lt hat III
,pt•Akt..r .A1111;111,11 the Iii pI
Oil man,. 1.,,1111 ,, Ill 41114IS'i011
i
IV-
rig tturiight to I In . the
Cliepti rif the National A
-0.1.4114.1. of C.Y1 Acisitielatit






tie I hh ot Iti
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ed We .1m/sit:it Augu :19
Fixing-, a ful 11.4 .1
:\ :\ Lit() 'fire I all th., •Th..• ,
August -ehool and the tirades' hay.. 1924
Tommy Green of lientem Route; 622 hildren earl Weil ill .11,•li
to, thi. Ilk 'it up car he .n.• city
tt as fix Inv fell onto Ins body, Tnur•day and Friday, Almost
fl' had A rat tire on the Mily. , :30 iitui 31. They \vent ons-holf
field Hightvio. at Clear Springs dav '1'elesday, September 4.
;aid pull 1'.t off the highway to lower grades ‘,..ere divided and
fix it. th tose. snit 444 taiquainteri 5 .ssioni ”....re $1.,
the handle fell off, falling under order of the day There are 27:1
the car. He crawled under the enroPed in hieh schegil :Ind -113
eel it \vie ti the car -.i . e. .IL .!trilftt At 111•' 011
lied en the lack onto lus body. Hugh School.
'numbs- 55.l, planed under the ; -
...r Arirommattly ali 
state 
1).111.k..., ()i)en.\ 4111VIIILI
•, •114,1 alt1%,4•I • I. r N'i1C: it i1 )l s et. 
11:1(1 called ein anyone
ii 'ii the hv T..rumv kirk_ 
ALISO you of ads leg
our park, in he eng.Ltt- 
i iv fulls i;tvu'ti
WZO. to no.
K, ntlieky Division , t Park 
Watkins, a representa-m„ru . 1,, 11,, pit •I Mrs Ben Kilgore, dire, se• lit
iII.11I,t'ut 11)111 Tit, A,:gkh:t 4. ' the labor union in Ben-
i' • h• ' . is is al-0 a guest of the club:
William D Nelsen. 414. of Ren-
ton I, died at his residence, Aug-
...1 25 He was a member of the
Pleasant Grove Methodist Church.
Survivors include his. wife Mrs.
11ertie Nelson. parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Lex Nelson, Benton Route
3; two sons. Billie and Gary Way-
ne, T'Ynton Route 1; two daugh-
ters. Mrs. Lawrence Treas, Ben-
ton Route 1, and Mrs. Randall
Collie, Benton Route 3; four bro-
thers, Robert and Loyd Nelson,
Benton Route 3, Marvin, Benton
Route I, and Taz, Flenton Route
6; two grandchildren, Pam and
David Nelson, Benton Route 1.
Funeral services were held
Sunday, August 26, at the Filbeck
and Cann Funeral Chapel with
the Rev. R. B. Cope and Rev.
Terry Clapp officiating. eurial
was in the Fairdealing Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Nelson Dar-
nell, FAlward Mathis, Donald Ma.
this, Louis Collins, Bill Marled
and Robert Lee Ross,
S4,1114, people say the TVA i-;
-Stealing Industry" from either
Ii I'll's
TAINT SO The TetIlleS<4.1.
ha' .iiid a big growth in in-
dustry see the • 1 :t1,11' IMP t uf
TVA; but iilmost all of it ha -
been either the expansion of in-
dustries already in the Valley;
the start of net% industries by
people in the Valley: or the
es•tabli liment of branch ;omit....
A recent report of the Depart-
ment of (7,iiiimerce of the Eisen-
hower Administration says:
"The proportion of plants pull
roots from ,thr• Nrsr-th artri
moving South during the past
fi•w years has been exceedingly
small compared with !wenn in-
dustrial growth in the South dur-
ing the same period."
"Of more than 1:1541 new plants
estal hilted in Tenne!ssee during
the period 1945-55 only nine
plants involved shut-downs in
other states."
"The fact is that industrial re-
location has been almost negligi-
Library Hours 
v1,51 0„,,, thirmg ,I1,. ,,,,,,,,h, .,f I ., .I. became a member of the ble."
. . ,
Changed To C S T 
i September and I eetphee when 1/, 4:!...1 Rig:try Club at that Furthermore, in spite of this , .1.t.., organi.z.,t,1,__„1
IIIII1411 - is at her 1./...i•liest, dressed ' ''' '''14. 
I. lori•nce teibbs.
library has changed their 
big growth the TVA states are held at the hom eof Mrs. Holland.
i ii income was
schedule to meet the demands 
Fall, winter 1.1.1 eserlv i! rin t 'S. top of the list of the 55 other parts of the country. They
Ti'. Benton Rotary Club stands not even yet on equal terms With111 her many-colored-flockThe/ Marshall County public
Wednesday afternoons from 2
will be. Monday, Tuesday and 
pniovabif:shtiinmge,. boating
offer the vacti.ti‘oner a'n t.‘xceP•Iletn't l .t.- of West Kentucky in the are not yet even getting as big
opportunity to enjoy varied plea.. ,• . oh of attendance: that being a share of industrial expansion 
Junior Woman's, Club
Opens Club Year
to 4:30 p. m. and Saturday after- 
vornes and relaxing a; .1 mo,; •:, ry graciously expressed his population. Even New England
hiking 191.7 Joe Coulter, president. a.; their share of the nation's
The Benton JU1114,f Woman's
of the school children. The hours son,,,
noon from 1 to 4 p. m. The time 
Club will open their 1956-57
is now on central standard time. 
!, i'ilude to the club men.,ers which hollers the most about in-
club year with a buffet banquet
The Library had a record cir- 
traction, is reported good ;it all ..:sanding achievement.
parks, especially crappie and has 
Fall fishing always '5 ; .• 1 ' ' • d 1 • stealing s growing fastera major at • - o a ty in attaining such an us ry 1.
at the Kentucky Dam auditorium.
upplies are nearby. 
Elbert M. Young 
industrially in proportion to its
cilon for the month of August . 
Thursday evening. September 13
of 218 books. The Homemakers ' . Evangelist At Church 
population than the Tennessee
;it 7 o'clock central standard time.
library for the very attraetive Of Christ Meeting 
Valley states.
Peak, president will i
catches. Boat dock, and fishin.•
booth at the Marshall County Possum Trot Hwy. 6 
Finally look at the advertise- Mrs• 13/11Y
Club usod books from the public 
Tent Revival A.t 
.
Agricultural Fair. Sunday, September 9 ,,,,,,c the Walnut Grove Church
Th, re will be a Gospel meet-
There Will be a tent Revival ;,' ,-,! christ, Benton Route I. start-Sharpe P.T.A. Meets
l'Jon., September 10 
Possum Trot on the new High i'.: Sunday, September 9 and
way 62, sponsored by the Litt:, re...sailing through Sunday, Sep.
Cypress Baptist Church begin tender 16.
The Sharpe P. T. A. Will have fling Sunday, September 9 Itc., 1,..vices will be held at 8 0%
hwir fl;.' meeting Monday. Sep- If M. Sutherland of Wing.. is .: H .. s daylight saving time.
•.mber 10, at the Sharpe St•hool be the evangeli.t. 1.: hert M. Young, El Dorado,
Building. Services each evening at 7 , ,I.N.lirg,;!,,r)Itsiiics,huferterhmeorf 
Christ, 
%o.fi,Ith,e;
Eactep irent is urged to attend o'clock central standard time ,
ii,: fir f r'ILItItla:t of the year. , Rev. R. H. Sullivan, pastor of It,' evangelist. B. L. Trevathan
I Little Cypress, :end the/ congri• ; will he the song leader.
gut ii cordially invite vou to ;II. , Tili public is cordially invited‘.\*illivri Nelson, 48 tend this meeting, . o attend all the services.
Dies .Nt Residence - - camp will be staffed throughout the Lakeview Baptist Church
S'aturdii,v, August 25 , • . ii7. school 
l ui.ilthGitihbe rtyouthsvii ie ;aittt ev.ndas- Monday night. September 3, and
will tontlnue for ten days. Rev.
1)en At Shelbyville Ky.''..ye an opportunity to learn
! Kentucky's dependent children
rollment of 80 children. 
Jones of the Friendship Baptist
Church, Livingston County is
the' evangelist,
evening at 7:30
.ilt to accommodate a peak en-
i a
Building Tax Of 35 Cents
For County Schools
The Marshall County .tioard
II! Education is requesting a spec-
;.1 election Friday, October 5 for
the. purpose of voUng on a bond
for the Marshall County
Schools This bond iSS1.14.. Will
MVO] VII 35 cent school building
tax far a period of twenty years
If the citizens of this county
approve this bond issue, the Board
of Education's immediate plans
include the construction of an
auditorium-gymnasium at North
Mai•shall County High School and
South Marshall County High
School, a consolidated elementary
...Imo! in District 4 and an all-
porpose room at Aurora School.
The long range building plans
will include class room facilities
and improvements st Calvert
City, Sharpe.Gilliertsville, Briens-
burg, Fairdealing. Hardin, and
BrAewieUrisiriber a citizens have re-
quested thi• Board of Education
Ire call this special election. With
the construction of t Barkley
and adelitional 11th 'st roil
plants in the Calvert City area,
the crowde .4 Mar-
. shall Coanty School,: 'is ill con-
, linue to inereies.e.
If the school.: of the, county
toke full advantage 4.f the Fours-
' dation Program it will be nec-
essary that adequate school build-
ings be provided.





4t:O' nao tong, Ao,,al-t 7, a,
A tilt id A 11 Af ,,ctitlent
Any M I .1 1 41 NVIllt•11 he
4111%, 1' of an suit otnoln le 111111 lilt
.14 .111IIIV 1,111;1• It. •-,11 of 151r. and
Mi . John Clay 1,0t.ett of thv
N1.0111.141 B44.441 ill lienton 151r.
Nil on was fmecl $40 and cost
hy A jury ttAA I
Nelson, in tgessing a Pet Milk
triiek, ,k14141..el 116 feet leefore
11.• Int y4.11111.4 I.oVelt WIla Was
1114•VC14.. and ',kali-led
nine feet after the unpact.
The child's hitver left litieb wzis
to-oken ;end hi, body was litany
bruised; his bwvi-le, which was
brand ni'W, (.01111)1(14.1y de-
mohshed No i-tiiivite of sties 1
\vie: made. of tlie Nel on , ar
Democratic Campaign To
l,'ucies 1-1 0.1)aniel, as a
.1.er at the Benton 11,.- TVA Newsalay night. August 
Melocie;In H
County I.ulich
Room Suiierv i 11'
The Marshall Colinty
:tem is ever lookeis. ti's
..5,1V.; to improve tlii.11. ahead":
good school Th, - Si .1
they have added a ,s,m14, Ill iii I
1110111
IllekS, the 11111Ch 1'4 ,, •1 - ,
VISO,: the setiool a1,4•11
4.11e half thy 44- 1 4.,
Wall the 111,1111a . v.. Id' I
0)111.
Illeks help, \VIII'
1i1,1111,, (.I• ,I1Iy 45
,111. call it, Inak0 11.1114'111.4 1.•!11
a more efficient place .ind IL •
ini.mis more nutritious.
Marshall County is to be high-
ly commended on their school
prlitIrim. 'rimy make every effort
possible to have. a more modern
4/..1 some interesting
. I Mtn; B4111011
. 1 1.1)1111el Sa141 that When
..(1 office/ he asked for
did the support of
t. le- 4.f the toss n and With-
,1 • I' • 44' them lit Mon would,
gime backward
having gone forwerd.
• polled Obit zit the end
S ,kar, .11111,, 30, shows
•.:;• •.,ere Wel', 939 water eels-
' ' and 1.175 customers using
• eity, which is more than
• • n has ever had All
, ,s. except two streets in
ociview .new sub
•fvh First Street. and A
cei paved; this is quite
s le olishrnent for a town
11. se. The mayor praised
I' 14' Council, and added he
r ote. of the fact that each
ments soliciting industry to move
South or into the Ohio Valley: 
Dr. and Mrs. J. Vernon Pace,
you will find that they are paid P"du"h• 
ll pre'se'nt the Pt('
power corn_ gram on International Relations.for by the private
They will show films made ofpanics of those areas. So, if any.
the recent Centennial parade in
body is trying to steal industry.
Paducah.
it is the private power companies
Reservations must he made bysurrounding the TVA.
Tiiesiay. September 11. They
may be called in to LA 7-3791,
Gilhertscille Camp Ladies desiring to be members
may call and have their name's Harrison VickersOn Permanent Plan presented for membership. Hus-




NI, Kate Landrini is press
/1..0 of Marshall County's new
chapter of the Demmer:dm Wu-
:, 41 it Kentucky.
Other officers are Mrs. Harry
Jones„ vice president; Mrs. James
. Is 1v!--
Woodward. treasurer, and Mrs.
Marshall Wyatt corresponding
secretary.
Other charter members of the,
nett- organization are Mrs Zel-
m I Crea iv], Mrs. Wanly Dap-
pert. Mrs Genoa Gregorv, Mrs
11,•remin Kaniitzer, 1\1r, A: thur
Darnell. Mr Mable Smith, Mrs.
Harry June:, Mrs 11 It Holland,
Mrs, Zora Stone. Mrs Dave Ger-
eerson, Mr Agnes Turner and
Time In Effect'
Here Mon., Sept 10
I1A5 light SaVill1; Time (fast
tini.•. will officially be a thing
of the past in Benton at 2 a. m.
Mi,r1.1av. Scptvmher 10. Action
was taken by the mayor tend city
council Monday night, Septern-
bi•r It, at their regularly sched-
uled meeting. Daylight Saving
Time went into effect Monday.
'Mat- 14, for the. citizens of Ben-
ton.
At the time it was started the
.11edule called for the time to
remain in effect until September
28. The schools of Marshall Coun-
ty and Benton are on the slower
time and it is just possible that
this had something to do with
changing back to the regular
time which ts one hour later.
In a telephone conversation
with Mayor II. V. Duckett of
Calvert City on Wednesday. the
mayor said that Calvert City
would remain on Daylight sav-
ing Time according to their or-
iginal plan through Sunday, Sep-
tember 30. Paducah's time sched-
ule is the same as Calvert City
Most of the other towns in West-
ern Kentucky have changed to
standard time, or will do so with-
in the next few days.
i 7
• Democrat campaignn-
official op, . .iat o. lie
Grandmothers' Day
I :•,t,,,,- 18, at Shelbyville, ac-
ky will be held Tuesday, Sep-
To Be Observed
.ampaign chairman. who will he
,eding to Wrn. A. Young, ate
GM . A. B. Chandler has signed
1.Id at the Shelby County Fair
,ignatyi nign It 1:' .1 -.ter of ceremonies.
The opening rally will be
Commonwealth.
se•cond Sunday of October N.-
taionparlovGlarmanadtmionothdeers
' (hounds, an almost traditional Mr.. Mrs T. J. Baker
er Clubs of America is makini! , ;itic campaigns; beginning at 1 
0 Observe Wedding
this ii national ev-iit. This o b rga  ;! ni. !Central Daylight Time). Anniversary Sun,ization is devoted to encourage Feature addresses will be de-
:'The Federation of Grandmoti ,. for the launching of Demo. m
cooperation, eompanionship, ai,d livered by Senator Earle C. Cle- Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Barker will
fellowship among older women.
The organization is non-sectar-
ian and non-profit and devoted
entirely to the welfare of women
in th- autumn of life.
The Honor Camp for Depend-
ent Youth, established recently
near Gilbertsville, has become a
permanent installation.
With an enrollment of 27, the
kills in tree nursery operations,
park maintenance, fish hatching,
forest research, boating, fire
fighting, and wildlife preserva-
tion.
Participating in the camp pro-
ject are the Departments of Wel-
fare. Economic Security and Con-
servation.
merits and former Governor
Wetheiby, the Democratic nomi-
nees for the U. S. Senate. The
addresses will he broadcast over
state-wide radio network from
11:30 until 9 p. m
observe their 10th wedding an-
niversary Sunday, September 9,
at their home in Brewers
Friends and relative, may call
between the hours of 2 and 5
o'clock. No gifts please.
Lakeview Baptist
Has Revival Meeting
A revival meeting began at





The Penetecostol 11 o I e s s
Church at 7th and Maple Street
will have services each Sunday
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock central
standard time. The church has
been without a pastor for some
time. Bro. A. M Lowrie! of Meni-
phis, Tennessee will do the
preaching each Sunday after-
noon, he preaches at the Mayfield
Pentecostol Church each Sunday
morning.
Bro. Lowrie is trying to get
the church started again and in-
vites everyone to attend these
servieea.
Friday, September 7
The September meeting of the
Harrison Vickers Post No. 144
American Legion. will be held
in the school auditorium at Gil-
bertsville, Friday night, Septem-
ber 7, starting promptly at seven
o'clock central standard time.
A complete report on the Posts
finances, including a report from
the committee who had charks
of the supper held August 25 will
be given. The committee. also
entire membership are most
grateful to those who cooperated
in making the event a success
The committee was W. R. Vines.
Rudy K. Adkiivon and Jeff Phil-
lips.
Other matters of importance
will be disucssed in Friday nights
meeting, all members are urged
to attend. The public is cordially
Invited as arrangements have
been made for a string hand and
one quartet.
Mrs Bill Griminiii of May-
field highway, who underwent
surgery ate 1111` Vanderbilt Hos-
pital in Nashville, Tennessee
Thursday. August 30, will re-
turn home Ftiday. September 7.




Coil ZI For Groatost Volume for Your 
W•nt Ads in Calloway Co.
FOR SALE \ ti
son treated tomato plants. Set a
few more while the ground is wet-
I.. L. Beale, 405 North Seventh. City
1.11(JK- Ming sour livestotk 
to






\A'ANT TO ItCY RM 
acreage
within six to 1..,L1ht links 
Of Mur-
ray. Land shoaid he well 
and be
suitable tot It 
inteiested
selling wilt; Pought... 
Shoemaker
tiii. ii. I ai.
I WII.I. \ of be te
,pottsible tot
any .1 IN 
by my wife,
Mrs litfti ' 
I. Kelly
Wcsids
• •5 ts o • o •






















Dairy, Hog, and Poultry
FEEDS
Foods That Produce More at
Less Cost
AT


















iiiipie preferred with no pets.
.111 modern conveniences. Call Mrs.
W L. Underwood, Phone 679-R.
FOR RENT—Newly decorated and
furnished two-room apartment.
Private entrance. Water and lights
itunished. Adults preferred. $5 per
week latcated half block from Col-
lege campus in College Farm road
Sec M. Richardson at Kroger's
on west site of square.
FOR SALE— 35-acre farm. Eight
miles east it Murray. Good house
Priced to at once. Sc'' Hollis
Rolierts.
WILL TRADE OR BUY—J.
Case Cultivator for Ofiver hoe
team cultivator. Write, give address




One 33-acre farm, 31/2 miles north-
east of Murray. Good house, on
public road. Price $1000.
Chie 40 acre farm west of Murray.
Good four-room li-.use and neces-
sary otabuildings. Price $2100.
A real bargain 'is the 74 acres for
sale, just one mile north of Cherry.
73 acres. 1 mile of Coldwater. well
improved, n5 acres nice bottom land.
it gain if sold at once.
JOHN IIAMILTON
Murray, Kentucky
FOR RENT—House with two large
rooms. Near the College. See
Mts. Joe Tune in concrete house,






• -Victory Garden Fertilizer—
We Are Headquarters For
SEED CLEANING
Located on East Highway
















For Wheat ane Barley
Have Good 2'•=. Bu. Bags.







HYBRID SEED CORN •
A LI. KIN I/S OF OPEN POLLINATED CORN
HAY AND OIL BEANS
COW PEAS
THE COMPLETE SEED AND FEED STORE




Wc have just received a shipment
of Owensboro Farm ‘Vagons. Get
your certificate from the Farm Ma-
chinery Ration Board and come




We are the only firm in Calloway
County handling the GENUINE
International parts for McCormick
and Deering mowers, rakes and
binders. We have a good stock.
SEXTON-DOUGLASS
I DW E. CO.
WE WILL PAY IN CASH
Delivered
Friday and Saturday, Jun. II, 12
HEAVY HENS 7.3e
LEGHORNS 20e
HEAVY SPRING CHICKENS 27e





South 13th St. Phone 441
NOTICE
Report of Settlement of
Accounts
Is accordance with Kentucky
Statutes. Sections 25.195 and 2521g1:
Notice is hereby given that a re-
port of periodical settlement of ac-
counts was on May 24, 1943, filed by
Victor Simmons. guardian for Hay-
den Smith, and that the same has
been approved by the Calloway
iii fly Court and ordered filed to
lie over for exceptions. Any person
desiring to file any exception there-
to will do so on or before June 28,
1943, or be forever barred.
Witness my hand this 9th day of
June, 1943.
By MARY RUSSELL WILLIAMS,
County Court Clerk, Calloway
County, Kentucky.
NOTICE
Report of Settlement of
Accounts
In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and 25.200:
Notice is hereby given that a re-
port of final settlement of accounts
was on May 24, 1943, filed by J. W.
Baker, administrator for Votel Ba-
ker, and that the same has been
approved by the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed to lie over
for exceptions. Any person desiring
to file any exception thereto will do
so on or before June 28, 1943, or
be foreVer barred.
Witness my hand this June 9,
1943.
Its MARY RUSSELL WILLIAMS,
onnty Court Clerk, Calloway Co.,
Kentucky.
FOX HOUND LOST—Glass.eyed.
3-year-old white and black spot-
ted female. Last seen near Cherry
Corner Sunday morning. Call or
write B. W. Miller of I.ynn Grove,
Kentucky.
WHEAT BINDER FOR SALE—
McCormick-Deering; in good
condition. See W. L. Underwood,
just west of W. L. Whitnell on
thud highway.
For: SAI E— lintand sweet pepper
plants Tomato plants now ready.
Bill Smith, City Hall.
FOR SALE-27 acres of good land
four and half miles north of Murray
on Benton highway. Priced to sell.
See \V. D. Shoemaker.
FOR SALE—One Farman 20 trac-
tor and plow: two 14-inch bottom
plows; first class condition. Priced to
sell. See Paul Rogers.
FOR SALE
Man's bicycle. Good tires and in
good condition. See Roy Peal, 105
North Tenth street, Murray.
SEPARATOR WANTED
Cream Water Separator wanted-10
gallon capacity. Will pay cash. See
William L. Story, Route 2, Murray.
LIVESTOCK FOR SALE
Two young Hereford double reg
istered bulls, one year and two
years. Will sell 12-year-old cow with
calf and also bred.





WILL PAY $60 cash by return
mail for a good used washing ma-
chine of reputable brand. Will take
your word for it being worth the
price. Ship to Ship's Clerk Clayton
P. Hall, U.S.N., Naval Air Station,
Pensacola, Fla. See Kerby Jennings
for reference. nc
WANTED—Any service man serv-
ing.in the armed forces of the na-
tion are welcomed to use the facili-
ties of the Murray Democrat Classi-
fied ads without any cost. Let us be
of aid to you!
FOR SALE—A wheat binder. See
Ralph Edwards, one mile north of






We Reclean 011 Kinds Of
Field Seeds
• • •
Taylor Seed & Imp.
'om pa n y
Murray Dimocrat•
!lard Tad, Sea Soup
Dear Kerby •
\Veil. here I am hack again with
you with another few lines which
1 !lime will miss the wastepaper bas-
ket. I received my lust copy of the
kfurray 1)emocrat yesterday and
boy did I enjoy it, especially the
Hard Tack and Sea Soup letters. I
enjoyed reading them most of all
and I liked the two on page 4 bet
ter because one of them was from
a very close friend of mine (:pl.
Ittits:Slii.titli and the other was from
my ieclosest frnd Pit \Villitim O.
Merrell.
Kerby, I Want to thank you for
the paper or fot sending me the
sfpiea,np,eitrIt.:.;ten,t,Irs I Want to as k you
you might someday hase mole use
the stable to a better estent than
Suit me better anyway. I was very
what you are right now, couldn't
sorry to read about the death of
Mr. Jeff Burton who was it very
well known mar Is ins self and has
been long known by my mother
and father Mr. and Mts. NV. R.
Merrell and well liked by our whole
family, but that i debt we all
have to pay Soil liii other.
V1'ell. Kerby, I want to say hello
to the little Roll iltildren this
week of Mr. and NI, \\'. 1?ow-
lett, an aunt and in le. may God
bless them. The, h.., street
in Murray. I want td *ay hello to
mother and dad. Nti and Mrs. W.
R. Merrell. th and Poll),
1.at,r (t and1. ,%l .
Smith. Mrs Flla tlatithii of Ham-
lin. Kr .‘ le iii lie with
them until I ru-::' Si.i wish to
say hello to nit Pa -.iocrs and
their families, 51.- and Mrs. Sims
Garner and , t of Buch-
anan. and Mr. I Si.Rife Gar-
ner and children \I iit Fronie.
May, Nanny Fat in I he•ter Mil-
ler of Ilazel 1:tinie 2 .ind may GOIrs
richest lilessine. each and
ever‘..ine of thi et
\\'ell. Kerby, 1 in the station
hospital with tli• ,-les hut am
better now I fel' ,71. !Ili- morning.
1 will sign oft to: Lis , saving'
thanks again for th, paper anu re-
maining as eiir 'II 1,1 1111,
iNt Elf.
Hit and Ser. B.r. 7T:el FA 1ln,
(-.1.11P Bon i.% s•it
(Omer. I got Ni.111 other letter,
lint thought it best to run thus one
instead. Catch up with the measles




How are you and thine. around
111iirras as for her, hi Kansas it is
a little warm.
Kerby. I just 5,05 leihdi Redden
and say that boy I. grieving his
heart out. cause e to lease
that Intik of his I re.i'ly thought
he Was A \VOL. host came
dragging in. !lc till- about a
Brill session Yon and 5. dad dow n
at the old stables
take a chew of old no spun ati.1
hit a bucket at 20 paces Itite, you
are the kind of a Irian is- • miced
°ref to ()MIMI,' Itrothias :cid sir t
couple of hundred pounds ,,,me
bv and we will go to laiiatt We
will drown those yellar dudes. OK?
Say, Kerby, soli loi,v
ert Vance gist 'lolled
ing and got himself mat tied <aid
he needed a cook. I se/, sou
count 10 first, lie said he couldn't
eitiint that "fur.- You knots fin-,
hillbillies. 'cause we are part of
them. .5 feller asked ine the other
day if it was true that We fillers
from down in Kentucky ti. sir sa w
a pair of shoes until we cam, to the
army. I told him yes and 11 tt the
Way they got me on the train to
conic to the army was to pilchr oh
around the car and then get :tiler
me and I run into the brush to hide
and found that I was on the train.
And you know he believed it. Ile
was one of those New York so and
so's.
Smithy, they just don't know us
Kentucky' fellers, do they Just
look at the heroes listed, most if
them are front Kentucky. \\:e may
not look so good, but they can sa.v
that we are darn good fighters,
right buddie? We fellers down here
have learned to count to 4 since we
got into the army but two three
four. Say, we really are hasing lots
of fun here now, nothing to do but
play baseball, football and other kid
games.
Say, Kerby, I noticed where some
fellow frt an Murray Was here in
Manhattan, Kans. Would like to see
him. I am only 10 minutes from
there and I go there quite often.
Well, !toddle, guess you are busy
enough without reading all this, so
I will sign off for now. As ever,
Cpl. CHARLES I.. WILSON,
Svc. Btty., 73rd Arm, FA
9th Armored. APO 250,
Fort Riley. Kansas,
Cf. W. Redden was Pist imu arid
he asked me to write you to tell
Ralph that he was taking up right
where Ralph left off. Don't know
what he meant? \',,u should have
told Bob to count 4 million before
leaping. That leaves only one old
stag up there, Marvin Todd, Tell
Marvin to sit tight and wait till the
boat gets back home—K.)
June 1, 1943
Dear Kerby:
Stablegram recieved. wili try to
answer it. Sorry I can'. send you
what you ask for but, if I get ahold
of one you can bet yott wouldn't
lie able to use it for anything after
wards. Yes, I have received about
three of the papers sin e I last
wrote to you. Sure they a., came to-
gether but, I just looked .it the date
and started with the earliest date
Taken me about three days to read
all of them but, sure enjoyed the
nice letters that the fellows found
ell
time to write.
Well I guess everything around
there is in full swing now. \‘'ouldtet
mind in a way if I was there to fid-
low the old plow around for a while.
Althoug It again when you come to
thank of it this is   hi easier to
sit hit e- and try to type without
making sti many mistakes. Remem-
ber once bailie when I was lutme I
was going to show the boys how to
pitch hay for the. afternoon but,
when we finished they were all
laughing at inc. Biat when it come
time tit go out that et,eing I was
the first one ill-cssed ;Ind Was still
ablc to take Carl. I ml myself. Some-
times I than': I can't do that any -
more, because the other night play-
ing basketball I let some little guy
tun "Vet Mr ;Ind I have a
kill i (;111••• mu know I Call IV Olt t
ith the 1. tit had my knee
bandage esei e. Went out and
lila% ed ;again last night and this
tune someone else m ante out with a
•rne misc. SHIT us,- won, hilt seas
ill"re like PlaYine football than
basketball.
Rather quite around here toniglit
everyone has gone to the show, seen
it ba fore or I would be there my •
self. A friend and I thought :demi
going oycr mu WWII and see tine but,
I wits too la/y to get dresst•,1 for it
and also wanted to cat, Is ui , with
some tti corruspolidelir c.
is idiom iiii• i:o•di
is for them to 'lase show that I
base already seen I /ow k111.1 cml
far, this makes tom li•tteis the
night. 11laybe I'll get another or two
if I will quite eatititz and get going.
Sat here ssttim a air ,it licalints on
side and eve., now and then I
forget about writing Ahem all I
have to eat to k,. I. this s,iuusui girl
etimplection you knovv.
Sorry to hear Ow ticis• u,t sonic of
our colltltry ill. nib My sympathy
is extended to ea, I ml thier families.
Slay each of ti, go alit get
what those hot hist thier lives
fighting for
Kerby. s!•.,111.1 have been here
the other et, ing and attended the
Ship's Ilan, liseayone sitre had a
grand time I! ,y was I mail, Me with
a bad km, and had to sit around
and Watt h the others swing the girl.
around. Slue there was a nice hill.'
blonde wli,i would have been nice to
helt. Mat it was a good thing I
did hase tii stay on the side fine,
because thee taken sortie pictme•
of it amid it my best girl friend hap-
pen to aliold if them, well you
can gin..., what would have happen
then
\\lien I first started this I
thought I could write at t four ;it
Its-u' pages, but now I have run ont
of anything to say worth while.
Kerby, I don't know Where I has.
a•ki .1 You before are not but. I
won't von to keep sending me th,
paper if it is in yam!' power to
is ill never he able to tell you
tinich I appreciate it. Someday I
mound there long etiollgh to
when 1 dis I will say I-
a Great Soldier-.
In closing I wish to send. II,
gards to my family and fret." ,
Rotel old Calloway. I remain,
A pal,
"Jim-
1 F. HUGHES SKI, t
U.S.S.  C-0 Fleet
New York, N. Y.
ft June 1943
Hello Kerby:
I will try to write you a few lint
as I haven't written you for soini•
time. I have been in Texas for al
most three months. I like it tine
down here. We have been on mantm
vers for the last two weeks. It isn't
so bad except when it rains.
Kerby, I haven't received the
11entot rat in some tittle. I stir,
would appreciate it down this way.
I miss it a lot.
There isn't anything to write ant!




(Robert where in the world did I
used to mail your paper to. I'm send-
ing it sonieplaie. but don't know
is here I - K
IS -Maul ('encored)
29 May 1943
kwerbsYAs I •a thinking of old Murray
anul all the good people, thought I
would drop yott a few lines. I am
s°aIsno'usste..t1.11(;7aritn
olf.lnsge,la,ttiladndand I !lase
This is a pretty country over
lit,
me thitilet aitses3.111; ''tlocetshtei'rit get(itef dracrfitk 
until 11 anti is daylight at 4. Vim
can see that way we can put in a
long day. I was home a few' months
ago on a short furlough. Didn't
seem like home :my more with .11i
the boys gone. I am mo with any
of the boys from home or haven't
seen any of them sinet. I left, but I
have some good buddies with me. I
have a brother ,a,Ifiewliere in North.
Africa. Ile is also in the air forces. I
hall a letter from him the oilier
day. He was stilt O. K.
Well, Kerby, you all keep the
home tires burning :mil we will keep
them flying, and we all hope to join
you again in the future.
A pal,
1) \\I.:ST,
th Sit , th Bomb Snit.,






flow are you. I am doing pretty
i•.sid, I gliess. I jlist received the
letter you wrote me March I.
As I lay here and write I can't
help from thinking of the prett:.•
spring days at home with birds
singing, peach, apple. and cherry
trees in bloom. Boy, oh boy, I can't
help fruitii being homesick.
\\lien did you hear from Ilei
I. rt and Howell? Say you think
Ilttwell lias gone overseas. If he is
in North Africa send me his address.
I might be able to look I  up,
Say Roy got married. It sounds
strange to hear of a kid like him
getting married It seems like he
sI, uld be a kid going to school. Tell
him and Farlitie I wish them best
of hick. What is Roy doing now?
Iltue do you like to live around
st Gr. ive. That sure is a good
livighborhood to liVr. ill, I think.
I somewhere in Tunisia. I
luise been on the battle front for
the last two months, but 1 situ back
in a rest camp now.
I got a letter from Aunt Inez and
tato frtim Murrell Saturday. but I
has en't sums sum red then, yet. I guess




I kilo Kerby :
N\'oult1 like to drop in a line as
mile is plentiful down this way with
If vou have gotten to talk to
mu id the boys from the 75th • NTH) want, ri,
down here in Fort Leonard to I I olisville, over week
\ Vood. I suppose von wonder where end u 't 29
Thirsday, June 10, 1943
miu 
of the fellows here, but I had a little
t t ing .11 I iny spare for
that stuff is pretty scarce with most
acrident two Week, Ago. Si,
I am spending a few il-tys in the
hospital and Iniy do I lige it here
I grt pli•tity of :eel) for the first
time stmt. I left civiliati life, and get
. eversis
to eat b weteen meals jost like I
ti i when I Was its graminar school.
I pile, I will to return backi„ duty. "ton Well, how is 
thing going back in Murray by meta
I hope to be back hir a couple 5-
1111-s very sign'. Th it will be jit
long enough to sas then till
around and come back.
Kerby, I have been receiving y.
paper every week shire I've been
service and I vvould likt- to than;
yam for it once more Boy, win-
you liaVe been inn i am a long hil
or have been pitching tents for a
week and come in all tire,' out ail!
yolir Morale is all broken dow.
nothing helps out more than th it
good old Intim paper.
I notice,' a letter from one of dr
other I uimys from this camp last
There are a bunch of the bov• mrs in
Murray here in this camp, but
kise 'wen sim blisy that I haven't h:
time to look any of Om up. On ,
of the boys stay just across
road (satin me, but I can't even
011ie to see hint.
Our basic training will soon .
I .Ver then We probably sren't be
bliss..
\Vell, pal, it is getting tinte
me to run along, so will tign , if.
wishing you Its of luck for th.•
ture,
Pit, ALBERT II, SMITH.
Co. I, 289th Infantry, .1"01
Fort Leonard \‘'ood. Mo.
Coleman Anderson of Claret,
Okla., is visiting his grandpa,
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Morris fp-,
of Hazel and other relatiS'es in ml
county.
Poly Duncan of Dexter was c
licil to Memphis \Vednestlas 1,,r
operation at the Veterans' Hospi,
aV.‘










Sunday, June 20 .:1*•.
• • • •
We Have a Good Stock of Mit.11.
Clothing—Both for Dress and
WORK CLOTHES
Better Bargains
SLACK SUITS _ _ _ _ PANT3
WORK PANTS SH I I; S :*
STRAW HATS _ UNDERWE AR
Unrationed Shoes
ONE COUNTER SUMMER SHOES •










W. S. FITTS & SON
"THE STORE OF BETTER BARGAINS"
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By HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST. D D.
Of The meetly fotoe fooled. of Chicago
tRisleseeit by Wester. Newspaper Union.)
Lesson for June 13
Lawson Inibjerte And Scripture texts --
ad copyrighted tip International




1..LSISON TEXT-II peter 1:141,
GollateN TEXT--ife bath granted unto
US Hts precious and exceeding great
Drowse): that through these ye may be-
corn* partakers of the divine nature.-
11 Peter 14, R V
Growth in grace and in knowledge
Of Christ are as normal and expect.
ad or the child of God as bodily
growth of :he physical child. Tragic
as le the failure of one to develop
physically. it is even more distress-
ing and sad in tile spiritual realm.
Yet it is a common thing in our
churrhee. where only comparatively
few believer even come to full
'stature in Christ, where more have
oaky a partial growth, and some are
to:ever babes in Christ.
Ced has made perfect provision
ir us. and has in this Word given
plain and explicit instructions on
how to gain spiritual development.
I. All Things Provided (vv. 1.41.
In the physical v.-odd we are able
to provide, at least in some degree,
what is needed. We also know
where to end mental food. Spiritual
provssen can Conte only front God,
and we find front the.,e verses that
lie hes provided not just a small
porti, n. or a limited ration, but "all
things that pertain unto life and god-
liness." through the knowledge of
Chri it
The "exceeding great and precious
promises" of God are the ilirtintlant
portion of the believer. They are
sure promises, bawd in the alto..
gether dependable Word of God.
God's provision for us in Christ
has made it unnecessary to lurk
elaewhere. Here is escape front the
world's corruption, the new nature
In Christ. faith, grace, peace, power
-all in Hist.
The opposite is also true, that
without Christ men have only the
weak and disappointing help of men
on which to draw. Of such foolish
ones the Lord said through Jeremiah
the prophet that they "have com-
mitted two evils: They have for-
saken me, the fountain of living
waters, and hewed them out cisterns,
broken cisterns, that can huld no
water- tier. 2:131.
II. All Diligence Required (vv.
5•7)
There is something that the Chria-
tian can do to insure his growth In
grace He Is to be diligent, that is,
have an earnest purpose and zeal
to go ahead spiritually. This calls
for asplication and endeaver. just
as progress in any other sphere of
life, and possibly more.
Faith Is the foundation of all such
growth and without it there is noth-
ing on which to build. But on it, or
better. "in" it, we have all these
other Christian graces springing up,
as we give "all diligence" to en-
courage their growth.
Notice the ascending scale. Faith
leads to virtue, that is, courageous.
resolute Christian character. Then
comes knowledge-the intelligent un-
derstanding and discernment of
truth. This is bound together by
temeerance. meaning self.control.
Next is patience, that steady en-
durance which keeps going in spite
of trial or disappointment.
The sixth note in this octave of
graces is godliness, which speaks of
piety, true devotion to God, and rev-
erence for His name. Such a believ-
er will love his brethren in all broth-
erly Kindness; and that leads us to
the high point of love (the real mean-
ing of "charity," v. 7). Here love for
God it obviously In mind. as the
I, crowning grace of the believer.
W. All Eternity Assured (vv. 8-
11).
We should look forward to that
abundant "entrance into the ever-
lasting kingdom of our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ" spoken of in
verse 11. There is such a thing as
being saved "so as by fire" (I Cr,
3:15l, slipping into heaven with noth-
ing to show for our life as followers
of Christ here on earth tread I Cor.
3:12-15).
God does not want for His people
;Leh an unseemly entrance upon
,e rnity. Why should we be saris.
so to live that it may be true
us. Saved? Yes, but that is sill
Are you satisfied with that prospect?
We should nob, too, that this
growth in grace will show itself ha
our daily life. It will keep us from
Wind "barren (idle) and unfruitful"
(v. ID. net Christian life must not
be barren of true service for Christ,
ItOr unfruitful of gracious harvest
for Him. We are not on a sort of
spLritual joy ride, sithag at ease as
we speed on to the heavenly dwelling
places.
Works do not save a man. We
are justified before God by faith.
But our faith is justified before men
by our works of righteousness. Fruit
grows on the living and healthy tree.
Observe that the Christian who
lacks these graces tDo you?) is a
nearsighted one who lacks both
Vision and gratehil reriembrance of
God's loving-kindness iv. How
many members of our churches
need their spiritual memory jogged
and their spiritual eyes anointed
with Grel's eresa/Pe" (Rev. 3:10).
E)106413%.
® WHITE W.N.U.FEATURES
THE stow,' AD FAR: The store of
their part In the battle for the Philip'
piles is being told by lour of the five
lanai officer. who are all that Is tett
et Motor T•rpedu Host Squadren 3. They
see Lierat. John flunteley (now lleuten-
sal Comenanderi, squad:ids commander,
Lieut. R. B. Kelly. second In.cumniand,
and Ensigns Anthony Aber. and (Morse
K. Cox, Jr. Manila bad fallen and our
weevil base at Larne had been wiped
Out. when th• PT boats took their final
crack at the tap. of Bataan. March
Brat Grorral MacArthur Wok • ride Is
one of th• bests. and everyone knew
something ',as op. heroine the Philip-
pines rsuldt, t bole out much lusgrr•
Lieut. Kelly Is speaking.
CHAPTER IX
"On March 10 Bulkeley made his
usual trip to see MacArthur; this
time he brought sling all his plans
zind charts for the trip. The General
went over and approved them, and
also told Admiral Rockwell and his
chief of staff that they were going
aleng, which was the first they hail
known of the trip-they had thought
we were going to China. There was
also an ominous bit of new, -sortie
big Jap formation was reported corn-
ing down the west coast of Luzon
in our direction. If it was true, it
could only be the convoy bringing
General Yamashita arid his reel-
fercements. General MacArthur told
Bulkeley we might be leaving very
soon, and to crime back the next
day.
"That would be the eleventh of
March. Bulkeley went over early
in the morning and returned to Us at
noon. He called in not only me but
the other officers, Akers, Cox, and
Schumacher, and for the first time
showed them collies of our secret or-
ders and the charts he had vairkeil
out for our route. He made the
point that we should all keep to-
gether, but if one broke down, the
rest would go on, leaving it to make
its way the best it could."
"If we met the enemy, we were
to avoid them if possible. Bat
they gave chase and were glow
on us so that an attack was iss
essary. the 41 boat, in which he
would carry the Geiieral, his wife,
and his son, would turn and run,
and my boz since I was sceond
command, would lead the attack t•
give the others time to escape.
"The last thing he told us a t
that we were leaving that
night. He left us hard at e
last-minute preparations but ,
return soon to complete his •- •
"We didn't tell the men what .• ••
were up to or where we were leav
ing Corregidor." continued Lieuten-
ant Kelly, but they got their orders
to dump that landing-force equip
merit, to load all spare parts en the
boats, move the crew's mess Rear
back into the ship's galley, arid pile
the decks with drums of gas.
"And while we were doing it,
who should walk in but Nat Floyd
of the New York Times, exactly the
• last guy in the world we wanted hi
see. Sure, we liked him. He said
he'd been up to the lines with the
army, and then on a hunch, no
particular reason, thought he'd drai
in on us and see if we had
news.
"Then Bulkeley and I went into
huddle. Here Nat was. And bo-::
to get suspicious of the activaa
After we'd gone, the story would he
almost sure to get out.
" lie's a pretty nice guy.' I 55s1
'Don't suppose we could take hi.'
with us, du you?'
" 'Well,' said Bulkeley. 'I've g
to go along now. But if Nat shot,.
happen to stow away in the lazaret,
and we didn't find him until we weie
out to sea, why then the story cer-
tainly wouldn't get out, would IS"
"And do you know, that's Just
what happened. Rut in the mean-
time there were other things on my
mind. Mostly it was how I was go
log to get hold of Peggy. There
was no telephone at the hospital.
She'd said she would phone me
sometime between six and seven
o'clock today aietut that date of ours
on the fifteenth.
"But there was a lot of traffic
over the signal-corps field .elephone,
and she might not get to use It un-
til almost seven. And I was due
to pick up my passengers and be
gone forever by 6:30 tonight. And
I'd never get to say how much I
liked her and what a swell, brave
kid she was, and good-by.
"So I sat down and tried to write
it In • letter, which I could leave at
Corregidor on my way out, and
which she would get when she got
back from duty in the lines, and then
at least would understand.
"I had Just finished it about 2:30
and put it in my pocket when they
came paging me for a telephone call
on that signal-corps phone. It was
Pc3gy--her duty houre had been
changed, and she was afraid if she
waited until seven to call I might
be out on patrol, and she might
miss me. She just wanted to tell
me she'd been able to fix everything
for our date on the fifteenth, and
was that date all right with me,
could I make it?
" 'No,' I said. The phone was on
the wall lit the Philippine army
shack, and the shack was crowded
with soldiers-in addition to all the
lguinyez probably listening in on the
"Well, she said, maybe she could
change it for the sixteenth, if that
would be better for me.
" 'It wouldn't be any better,' I
said. 'Nothing would be mar We'
tar.'
" 'Well,' she said, and she sound-
ed a little niad, 'what is this, any-
way?'
" 'I guess It's guru -by, Peggy,'
I said.
'Then there was • long silence.
and when she spoke again I almost
thought It was someone else, her
voice was so (-hanged Where are
you going?' she asked, very low.
'Can you tell n.er
" 'Ni),' I said.
" 'Can you tell me If you' corn-
ing back?'
" 'No,' I said 'I can't tell you
that'
" 'Then I guess it's really good-
by,' she said, and her voice sound-
ed flat and • long way off. 'But
it's been awfully nice. hasn't It?'
" 'Listen, Peggy, I've written you
a letter-' only just then I heard
the connection break. It seemed a
ceuple of generals wanted to talk to
each other. It was quite a while
before I got it back again, Am/
they told me she had waite I fifteen
minutes and had then gone I've
alwoYs hoped what the generals had
to say to each other was impertant.
"Of course we weren't engaged.
I didn't have a picture of her. In
fact, the only ihsig I had was a few
lines she'd sciaailed on a piece of
paper a few eeeke before. We'd
been idly sillosa about how we
hoped to get .eit sf the islands arid
aeries!. half in isSia that whichever
of us grit tnit would write the
family te the ..ther ue of those re•
assuring '!.•!, ..'• .t how wonder-
rut Lie stir, ui il.,... and how well
and happy the e" • rue had looked.
"So, half in S.e'd scratched
the address of net ..rried sister in
San Francisco en back of an
old envelepe. The, I still had, and
I intended to orate her, and send it
" 'Then 1 guess it's really good-by.'
• y the plane ehich tisk Nt.tc-
7, telling her what a uaell
kid sistor was.
Sy's 34 boat was right on
' said lialkeley. "We in the
-;0 picked up our passengers
oegiclor and met him arid the
!so boys at the turning light
ssade the mine field at seven
, to the minute. We had twen-
• . , • ahgers in all in our four
With rue in the 41 boat were
iieseral :Ind Mrs. MacArthur. their
ill':••,y. rind his nurse and a few
t;1•:•t•tlu Kelly in the 34 boat had,
to a:1'S with, Admiral Rockwell,
, color eti, and an army aviation
CJ;,t,141. When one of the other boats
later broke down, Kelly picked up
a few more generals.
"But rank made no difference,
washineton had ordered MacArthur
to bring out the most valuable of
his men, and so the), were all spe-
cialists-there wag even a statT ser-
gea-• who was • technician, along
with, us, while thirty-odd generals
were left behind on Bataan.
-We started out single file, my
boat as flagship setting the pace
for the other three. First we went
fifty miles straight out to sea In
the deepening twilight. We'd hoped
to get out unnoticed, but suddenly
we saw a light glimmer and glow on
one of the Japanese islands. It
WIIS • SIRTIni RCP-Warning to the
mainland that they'd seen us pass.
If they had seen it on Luzon, that
meant trouble for us-maybe bomb-
ers at daon, maybe destroyers later
on In the day. By eleven o'clock
we made out th, outline of Apo Is-
land against the stars (there was
no moon, and chc •ked our naviga•
tion, which we were doing entirely
by compass and chart MacArthur
and General Sutherland were
pleased with the way it v.ata g)ing."
can't say that Admiral Rock.
well was," said Kelly -"maybe be-
cause he knew more about the sea
than the generals did I hadn't
wanted to worry him. so I hadn't
mentioned the fact that ours was
the only one of the four boats which
hadn't been overhauled, and was so
run f carbon that we couldn't snake
te-
much speed until the carbon was
burned out.
"As you know, we'd intended to
make • good speed, but I fuund my
boat wouldn't quite do It. Pretty
soon we were lagging fifty yards
behind, then, after a while, two hun•
dred. The Admiral didn't mentien
this for some tune. But finally he
said:
" 'Don't you think we're getting
a little far apart?'
" 'We'll close in gradually.' I said.
Anil I tried to, but finally we were
so far behind Bulkeley's flagship we
couldn't see it with the naked eye.
"I tent a whispered message to
the engine room, ordering them to
disconnect the throttle, and to push
the carburetors up with their hands
as far as they would go. We now
had on every possible ounce of pov.i•
cc, but the Admiral still wasn't sat.
Med.
" 'We're closing pretty slowly.' he
complained.
"Privately, I doubted that we were
closing at all, but I only said, 'Ni
use pushing her too hard. sir.'
"But about five minutes later we
really were closing. Bulkeley, no
tieing we were pretty far behind,
had reduced his speed. But. with
my throttle disconnected. I couldn't
reduce mine, and it haok me abut
a minute to get a message down
there telling the engineers to take
their hands oil the carburetor lev-
ers and recoanect them with hie
controls on the bridge. During this
minute we not only gained on Bulke
ley's boat, but overtook it and went
roaring madly past.
"In the darkness I could '.7ee the
Admiral had squared areuaii an
was giving me a doubtful ,aik. 1
could tell he thought he wat riding
with a madman, and I des sited he
would worry less If I had hint the
truth-that our maximum speed in
this boat was somethtng wider for.
ty knots. Any Japanese destroyer
could easily make this maximum of
ours, as the Admiral very well
knew. But all he card v.n3 'My
God!' very seitly to himself.
"It happened that we were jest
passing an island. The Acirr iral
glanced over.
" 'How far are we frorn shore.
Kelly?'
" 'About four miles, sir.'
" 'Looks tarther than that to me
Take a bow•and•bearn bearing.'
" 'Aye, aye, sir,' I said. But of
course I didn't have any instrie
rnents. So, making the 45-degiee
angle with two fingers. I sighsiii
along them to a point ahead. itian
we ca,nc just abeam of tlits
since we knew our own sp., 1. s
would give us roughly oar
from shore-very roughly. The AI-
noiral noticed me sighting along my
fingers.
" 'Don't you have a pelorus'" he
said, sharply.
" 'No, sir,' I sa:d.
" 'H-nn-m-. I stipt,
ship has better rreans
'"No, sir,' I said. • -
" 'How in hell do you
" 'By guess acid by G..(1, s.: '
said.
" 'My God!" said the A!:
and this time he didn't say t si
softly. 'I hope,' he added os,O,..,y,
'that we get there.'
'At four o'cloek in the
my engines suddenly sto,
called Lieutenant Kelly. '';
strainers were clegged wit
rust, and it would take ha
to clean therm %inch I
to the Admiral. who is,,
trig the other three boats il,,,opeai
over the horizon.
" 'What time will we get to the
rendezvous'"'
"I made a fast mental ca:colation.
'About 8:30. sir.'
"Dawn, as we both knew. xi..
come at seven. and with it-if Ise
mainland had seen that island tog-
nal fire-Japane,e planes. IseSing
for us.
" 'That's an ha :r and a half or
than I like to iii• out,' so.
mfral. Our plat,, of coo:
for running only at night.
ing up by day in the Cie..,
group, with a general retitle:N., 3 In
a harbor of one of the central is.
lands for our start at sunse
"There are thirty or fort .
In the Cuyo group, and j:.
dawn we began to make
first ones-tiny mounds on the bore
zon ahead and around us Due flag-
ship had the only detailed chart at
them; aU I had was • large •;• • '
map of the Philippines, and on
the Cuyos looked like a clustet
some forty•odd flyspecks.
"When the Admiral asked how is
the world we-without navigation in-
struments or ehart-expected to
make s proper landfall on the par-
ticular flyspeck that we all had se-
lected as rendezvous, I explained
wc had provided for that; I knew
its general location. and from Bulke-
ley's chart I had drawn a pencil
sketch of this island. But again he
was skeptical.
"It was eight o'clock (no planes
as yet) before we saw what we
thought might be the right one; •s
we drew nearer. the Admiral agreed
that the h:lls anu cove were exactly
like my sketch, but when we en-
tered the cove, it was empty We
circled the island-no sign of the
other three boats.
" 'My God,' sald the Admiral,
'what's happened to the General!
We arrive, limping in late, arid the
others aren't beret Where :an they
be?'
(TO SE CONTINIISIP
dr Charts Dlifine Seven Seas!
Each month more than two million charts roll off the
presses of th.. United States Ilydrographic Office, giving de-
tailed, vittd (Ella of the harbors and expanses of the seven
Seal!, AS charts go out to the fleet and to friendly
mariner; of the United Nati:ms, U. S. Navy ships are chart-
ing new seginen!:; of the oceans, new ports of call, new reefs
I tind channels. Likewise, old and incomplete charts are con-
stantly beino, bianciht up to date. The chart data obtained by
! rograPloc crs abii;r ru ship are sent to the navy's
Ifydrographic Office
where, under the direc-
tion of Rear Admiral G.
S. Bryan, USN, the Hydro-







te Nei, is still in
7'he rough sheets prepared by
the men aboard ,orr,,s .hips are
s,nt if ashingttin. ti tiwy
are transforrnvtl into detailed,
Is wide proiliwt.
Once the ni.ii ,hort is pintftl'IL
it is taken to the survey room
le here coastlines, reefs and %intl.
lit details are plotted in accord.
irig to scale.
Sayi:
1A/k.: ig rather see conceited 
! 
peo-
• • ple who a ct least ocasionally
do something to justify their con-
ceit, than the timid inferiority
!complex kind forever shrinking in
!corners and calling it "modesty."
' To flay nothing of yoUr rtrenitee
Implies what you think ot tr.( ii,
Martyrs ought to be g::.: .'ii.ik-
ing, but they hardly ever have
been.
'/ha right and people will commend
1.014 in time"—but not likely in your
Illne,
We do not seek the disapproval
of our friends. We have enough
of that in our own consciousness.
A brave man trembles before
the bugle blows; a coward after-
ward.
Many of us do 'our best," but
we are careful not to be fatigued
by doing it.
SKIN IRRiTATIONS OFEXTERNAL CAUSE
sate pimples. tAir• • mini and
Ugly broken-out . ,
Ininerlen with Min
Goes to Work at tdwe Ittr.,t wt,.ts aids
healing. works the aritim-pto way. Use
Black and White 000u...Nt or.ly as di-
rected. lue, 25c, fac sizes. 2.11 yr Ars nurr..sa.
MOney-trriCk guarantee. gar ‘'Assi IS
ehtansiny la Rood W.f. En loY famous




'inks and even n.,..•e
r y,iur insides up .y
diarrh.a. Ear, thin
Miserable ,thicrtinfori right new-gett
runieng. E..1 p. stronger. UM,
tornausAI/c,:'1:4SIfftf (70RDIAL--made
trim tutor. 'a own laboratory. Contain..
nar, °tics or ^ drugs. Never





YOUR OLD RAPER BEDS
Will pay $5.00 to $10.00
each for Goose or Duck
Feather grade. Ship via
truck, freight or express.
Phone 2.0122 or write
MITERNATIONAl PRODUCTS CO.





• • 'ger, 1. at. 11,4;;.1,1 and you
feel Irritable, headachy, do an
do -chew FEEN-A-bliNT, the modem
cheenn•-guns 1•I•tir•. Stmply cheer
PEEN-A MINT before you go to bed,
taking only in accordance with package
d:rections - sleep without being di..
t .rbed Next morning gentle, thorough
vou feel swell again. Try
PIES 5 "t NT, Tastes goc, is handy
••• II A generous family supply
Once the chart is on sine. technical workmen see that the, desvgn
is .'lear-n' and that the zinc plate receives proper chemical treal•
cont. Before the sine plate goes to press ft proof ropy is pulled.
Rear Admiral G. S. Bryan,
,Nnts lisdrographer. in Itir of.
fin-u' in :stotland. 31(1. The plant
he direct( makes a vital contri-
bution to the iihr effort,
On a stark of finished charts,
corrected and ready for folding.
filing and mailing, sits Bett‘
Peterson, a stenographer in the
Hydrographic Office. Files in
backs,. !yid fill two large rooms.
Here the completed chart iv engraved on .1 le ,,,,ene,n,





• 11.n• of the insect "enen.ies"
that ...atm the kiattleiroot•-
•plainting the life" out (r( our sot.
dier.- die before the lethal blast
of FLIT and our other insecti.
tides,
.As for rommon hopes pent....
FIAT slays 'em as it sprair•
HIT Its; the highest rating es.
tablished for 1 leholll inrectir
Cities by the National Bureau
Standards ,..the AA Ratios





irfit Service. th100 Trust Buildin
g,
Washington, D. C.
What's the greatest hazard your
boy must meet when he joins t
he
arrny7 Not the weapon of the en-
emy. We know only a very tiny
percentage of those who don the uni-
form succumb to that.
1, It's the mental 
hazard.
Take it from a man who met it
fltri lv..S.eCe, has read the 
alarss -
Ira: wthall Si oaa the war'
s
la'
A: '1 ta It that I155,551:
ye.. rayal just so :Hog
II I 7.0 te a few wards s 0 the
55.5 .5 Ct 5•I t5., rale tress, one of the
tas wh.ch the rirt, and the navy
1.; .5 the w so iases Ii ther 111",,ft-s-
, s say 55 a wonderful protectoon
f r the mental hasalth if the boy who
po.s • the iorrny.
That to...k is paper beund It costs
Its; cents. It ss called "Our Armed
1 ore's " It has a let of pictures in I
srld • lot of sound sense. It is
prnsted by the presses of the In-
n,: try Joornal. 1115 17th street,
Washington, to. C. It is not sold for
profit.
I And 
here is what it says cn the
ha :..O
ject of morale. (As I say on the
an*. "I'm quoting"):
"Morale is an important quality
of citizenship in the crises of peace.
when the internal security of the na-
t.on is threatened. It is even more
important in war, when the very ex-
istence of the nation hangs in the
balance. It is. therefore, an objec-
tive of army and navy leadership to
build a high degree of morale in the
soldier and sailor.
About Habits
"The state cf mind we call morale
has its roots in long-estabbshed hab-
its of thinking and acting. A student
seated alone in his room, bent se-
riously over his books, may be tack-
ling his studies with a high degree
of morale. He believes what he is
doing is worth while. He is deter-
mined to overcome whatever diffi-
culties the subject matter offers. He
works with a self urge. He gives up
the picture show and the ball game
11 doing so is necessary for success.
He has confidence in his ability to
acquire the knowledge and skill be
Is seeking. In the undertaking of
hundreds cf similar duties in the
ordinary routine of living is created
the intangii:le virtue called morale.
rt. The young man who enters the
,c11. armed services may therefore bring
with him the basis for the morale
upon which his success as a soldier
roi I and the ultimate victory of our n
a-
last bon so greatly depend.
I, at "While morale has its roots
 in the
Ii. in character of the individ
bal and his
o!.,t past experience. it 
may be greatly
, strengthened by associat
ion and
I t close co-
operation with others who
are engaged in the same enterprise.
Morale is contagious. It is a qual-
ity easily transmitted from one per-
son to another. The serviceman re-
ceives his uniform. It is the symbol
of his dedication. With it 'ne be-
comes part of the great tradition.
Behind him into history is • long
line of those who have been so dedi-
cated. The men who walked bere-
t-0i in the snow at Valley Forge.
The Green Mountain boys with
Ethan Allen. thundering at the gates
of Ticonderoga. Calm men ir the
gun turrets at Manila Bay. Marines
at Guadalcanal . . . Chateau Thier-
• . . Tripoli. Helmeted fliers of
• torpedo squadron at Midway.
Through the procession of heroes,
'till bright as it recedes into dis-
tant time, has been handed down the
great tradition."
Environment
Now when Johnny Doughboy joins
up. he chanties his habits of life as
much as Christopher Columbus
would have to change his if he came
tack and took a job managing a big,
modern corporation, or r:ding herd
en a bunch of long-horns or bossing
a section gang. It would be tough
for Chris to adapt himself to his
ervironment. If he couldn't manage
it. he would rrobably go haywire
and blow his top. The dinosaur and
some of his fellow prehistorics who
couldn't adjust themselves to their
environment retired permanently to
positions in museums. Man, some
men that is, adjusted. They took
the ice age, the floods and the fam-
ine in their stride and here they
are oh-ing and ah-ing at the dead
41
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Army's Greatest Hazard?
It's Question of Morale
Armed Services Do Everything PossibIe
Protect Mental Health of Servicemer,
Parents Advised to Cooperate.
By BAUKI1AGE












mastodons who were:: t so art at
"fitting in"—that's all morale is.
"fitting in," getting on when you,
who have sat down to your meals
three times a day as regularly its
the clock, miss the chow wagon; you
who have had a kind and solicitous
osother or teacher looking after your
piseate troubles are suddenly faced
aith sharing the troubles of your
sqinid or company or squadron.
Now. how are you go:lig to aii:0st
ycurself to this sudden chosage'l
In the first place, you have to nth
derstand why everythasg seeis:s
topsy-turvy. Why you, a free-born
American citizen. %%his did ;is he
pleased when and how it poisased
halt suddenly have to ,at t,;' ',V
bugle, keep step, salute cad sic ap.
drink, walk, run, crawl when some-
body else says so.
The first Ming :too have to roalile
IS the purpose ahead. Ito- nest
thing is why other pa.; Ic wthwn You
never see insist on aisthoomg that
nurpose the way they d, . regardless
of your convenience or your date at
the post oli.ce.
Your Own Orders
' Your government controls the
armed forces " That means that the
men your folks elected, just the way
it was planned by the makers of
42°
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IF WE GET CLOTHES It %Tit/NINO
("Mr. Nelson warned that ihe ra-
tioning of clothing might be acces-
sary In this country."—News
til'A Chairman—Mr. Twat:hell.
ycu know the charges. It is alleged
you were seen going around in a
new pair of pants. Inspector Hinkle,
will you state the facts in this case?
Inspector—Well, the office got •




cha,rman—Ihd your informant say
where he got these pants!
Inspector—Yes, sir, in a black
Ii AI ket
Twitchell--You have your
facts to 'soled They were blank




Inepector—Well, alter getting the
tip I started to tr ill To it. he'll. But
for the tir.t week every tinte I SAtv
him he was wearing an old broon
pair. with a green coat.
Chalrman—Did you determine If
the coat was a black market coat?
Inspector—No: there were two oth-
er agents on that end of it.
Chairman—Pro. eed. 11 hat hap-
pened neat?
Inspector—Well, tin ails', on a Sun-
day morning I Fa,: Twitchell walk-
ing In the park and he had on the
penis In question. I closed in on
him at once and took him to he
quarters for a grilling.
Chairman—Did he give any trou-
ble!
Inspector—On the Nat down he
tried to take his pants off and throw
them away, thus destroying the evi-
dence.
America. are really the ones who Mr. Twitchell—That't a lie. I did
not take them off to throw awas.
I soddenly found I had them on
backwards and was correcting the
error.
Chairman—Do you mean to tell
me • man could go around with his
pants on hindsida-Iront and not no-
tice It?
Mr. Twitchell—In
turvy days it's easy.
are telling yeti what to do. Which
means, if you follow through, that
you yourself and your folks are tell-
ing you.
I chose that phrase becaose it
heads chapter two in this book "Our
Armed Forces" I'm talking about.
You had better read it.
The next chapter it eallea "Your
Army." And you had better read
that too because it tells you some-
thing of what to expect. I won't go
any further and really I ought to
have been talking all this time to
parents, too, for they, of all people,
ought to know what the boy is up
against What it is all about. One
of the great tragedies of being a
soldier is the way the folks back
borne don't understand it at all They
think their job is to feel sorry for
you; they don't understand what
an extra stripe really means, they
can't get you when you tall( about
home and the things you want to
hear about and they write and tell
you how noble you are. You don't
feel noble. You want to know if
the barn has been painted or if your
girl has been around lately. You
would, though, like them to have
some faint idea about this not-alto-
gether unpleasant job of being a sol-
dier That's why it would be a good




As I carne to as thos morning—
& little late and right in the midst
of the crowds of war workers surg-
ing down to their offices. I was sud-
denly struck with the tact that this
change in Washington which I have
become used to is typical of other
changes that are going to take place
all over America.
I was walking down 16th street.
That sounds prosaic but it used lobe
a street of beautiful mansions, many
of them historic. It sweeps out of
the Maryland countryside, down a
hill and up another erect from which
you can look down, through • vista
of ancient trees to the blur at the
end which is the White House with
the statue of General Jackson on his
rearing horse silhouetted against it.
This morning. as I say, the work-
ers were swarming out of the houses
—they ore boarding houses now—to
work. I glanced up as I passed one
sedate old home, the wistaria stifi
decorously draped over the doorway
up whose curving drive once the
carriage and later the limousine
swept to meet milady descending.
I peeped, indecorously, through
the beautiful leaded windows of the
dining room. It was filled with little
tables, the cloths stained with pre-
cious but too hurriedly imbibed
morning coffee.
I thought a moment. How will
Delaware avenue and Locust street
and High street look after the war?
Those neatly cropped lawns, even
an iron deer or two if they haven't
gone into the scrap collection cam-
paign?
Sic trenslt gloria—but perhaps the
past glory will be replaced by some-
thing more glorious. We can hope.
BRIEFS.. . by Baukhage
In Washington there is • !°-re-
the-taxicab system. The (Inv, r
takes as many people as he cars g -
Ing in the same direction. It un 1 to
be called the "pick-up" system. Tie
name changed but not the practice.
It's still a great date-maker.
• • •
The Victory gardeners who have
suffered from "infiltration" call the
jack rabbits "jao rabbits "
A black market potato truck was
'ographed by a news photogra-
In front of • fire house in
oshington. Spud-loggers fear noth-
mg.
• • •
In the District of Columbia, ',Xs
legal to take a drink of liquor stand-
ing up. Some people who take it sit-




Chairman tto ins{ ectcr) — What
kind of • pants card did he have, an
Inspector—He onlya as entitled to
an "A" card.
Chairman—An "A" card only per-
mits short pants
Inspector—Twitchell was using •
"13" card at the Me
I 
Chairman—How did he get it?
Inspector—On a claim he needed
supplemental pants.
• • •
Chairman (sternly to Tolechell)—
Why did you need supplemental
trousers" Were they business or
pleasure pants'
Mr. Twitchell—Business And the
business is tough on pants.
Chairman—What business are you
in'
Mr. Twitchell — I'm a nper-
hanger.
• • •
Chairman—It hy don't you wear
Mr. Twitchell—I tried a pals hut
I shivered so much I gut the wall
paper on all crooked.
Chairman—What caused the shiv-
ering!'
Mr. Twitchell—They had been
frozen for the duration!
• • •
THAT SUMMER VACATION
i The summer vacation this year, if
any, will be • problem. The shorter
th• distance the better, Washington
announces, even by train. To get any-
here by automobile you will have
to be the discoverer of a new fuel.
So what it amounts to is the Ra-
tioned Vacation.
• • •
There's • ceiling on beach To
mances, mountain fun, marshmallow
roasts, moonlight canoeing and ho-
tel porch gossip. With everything
frozen except red ants.
• • •
But there will be no kieldng. War
is war, and the public will realise
that It is lie Its not to have to get •
boot of coupons and select its sum-
mer outings by the point system.
• • •
Up to the time when you have to
study a point chart to see how deep
a sunburn you are entitled to, or con-
sult your ration board to determine
whether it w:11 take red or blue coat-
pons to take a swim, all will be well.
• • •
No matter how limited your vaca-
tion may be in 1943, just bear in mind
that you don't have to register for it.
• • •
And remember, too, that while you
are spending your two weeks in •
hammock in your own backyard no
neighbor is getting four weeks at •
swank resort through the black mar-
ket.
• • •
Mr. Eastman, the transportation
boss, urges the public to do as little
vacationing as possible, and espe-
cially to avoid starting or returning
on week ends,
• • •
Ile will have to do a little extra
harping on this point. The Ameri-
can public has become so accus-
tomed to leaving on Saturday tont it
has become a habit. Mr. Eastman
should get a few good slogans at
once. Something like:




Super War Board Spurs National Effort;
Russians Press New Caucasus Drive;
Dual-Threat Allied Bomb War Blasts
Nazi War Plants and Italian Ports
I DITOH'S NOTE. When •pinlon• 
.me •s it d (het, ot o 0. tbr. •re it,,,.
, of
Mestere Newspaper I nion'• news •n
•15•te •nd • r••••,,,, 11,e• ne o .1,a,,
to- 
W•stern Nes Spaper
Up the langtro rocr too aril China's capita
l Chtineking a powerful
Jap offensive' had mot cd. he area In 
black t,n the map above indicates
the forward CSlehl et the Jae mot (-me
m. Although I htnese troops suc-
ceeded In blunting :hr drises at various 
points, the menace to China 'a




As Alhed boo c ,.t.thied 
to
plummet destruct. s • s. Axis Euro-
pean nab:kir:A a• I ts onsportation
centers, evidenci• s •isoi that the
Natns were seek s c;ishion the
impact 14 these do s• by moving
their war itatmdra • t Ie-s vulner-
able spots in Ith•i.an. Czechoslo-
vak,a end Austria
The dispersal it Geonan industry
eastvard was furtber indicated by
the fact that Alias! T1555, -slna mance
had disclosed no .5 •rt t • repair or
clear such key install:0,ns as the
}lecke-Wulf aircraft rks in firem-
en or the Renault ; :ant near Paris
wrecked by Allied too si Is weeks ago.
Cr. oily and smart 'y, le•wever, the
Allied airmen cord, di I their toss-
'n of disaster as Avs city after
lv was checked ott the schedule.
Examples of this th, ro• Wel Is.b were
Dusseldorf and Dort0 oaal, cs, al and
transportation cealers ,.1 is rthwest-
ern Germany, where 4 oft() tons of
bombs were dropped 5:: successive
nights by the RAF. The nvinitions-
Imaking city of Essen WilS likewise
Clasted again, while daring RAF
*Mosquito bomber pilots ichetrated
to the central German city of Jena.
home of the Zeoss facter,es nok,ng
optical instruments Mc Nazis.
Meanwhile :s . 51F105.'F 5•5 Al., 5, 0 iiS
paced by a sera s of p• tow re, k.ng
raids by U. S end ;' 1151.5




Chinese offlc.:,I observers lob fre-
quently wan ed lOnited Nal.. I 5 cud-
quarters that a collapse of ts....r re-
sistance agams: Japan was ;..5, le
unless Allied 0 r and noiltary aal
was speeded sr;
The stark tr Iii of these warn:nes
became teal, nt as a four-pronged
Japanese dr;ve along the Yangtze
river had reached within only 275
miles of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-
shek's capital of Chungking
Doggedly the Chinese defenders
had contested every mile of territory
with the invaders, es-en winning lo-
cal successes 17. some areas. notably
Ichang where Chiang's soldiers had
blunted the enemy drive.
But the threat of Nippon's might
was still poised within striking dis-
tance of Chungking and the Allied
high command still faced the prob-
lem of abating that threat.
RUBBER:
Strikers Go Back
Back to their jobs in Akron. Ohio,
streamed 51.500 rubber workers fol-
lowing a curt ultimatum from, Pres,.
dent Roosevelt that ended a 05e-day
strike stopping essential warome
rubber production.
Terming the walkouts "inexcusa-
ble" and a "flagrant violation of the
no-strike pledge," the President
had warned that "necessary steps
would be taken to protect the no'
bon's interests" unless the strikes
were terminated. The President act-
ed after the dispute was certified to
him by the War Labor board.
Earlier, national CIO officials had





of James F. Byrnes as director ef
the newly formed Office of War
Mobilization meant that now the
hone' front would be marshalled be-
hind the war program on a scale
hitherto undreamed of.
Coming after the historic series ef
conferences between the Preside: it
and Prime Minister Churchill of Ilrlt-
ain the establishment of the Office
if War Mobilization marked • sig-
nificant milestone For now the re-
sponsibiiity for production, procure-
ment, transportation and distrbiu-
lion of military as well as civiban
supplies, materials and products ails
vested in ene man—James F. Byrnes
and the committee working with
torn. That committee included Sec-
retary tif War Stimson, Secretary of
Navy Knox, Harry Hopkins and
WPB Director Donald M. Nelson at '
Judge Fred M. Vinson who succe,




After the Nazis had tested the
Reds' mettle on four se r :crate sec-
tors from Veliki Luki in the north
to the Caucasus on the- south, the
Russians themselves provided the
fireworks by hurling 150.000 infantry
and tank men in a vast assault
against the Axis Kuban lines in the
Caucasus.
While early Russian necounts of
this :movement were characteristi-
cally laconic. a Berlin radio dispatch
conceded that the first Russian
waves had thrust the German hoes
back more than • mile (in the Kuban
front protecting Novorossisk and
added that Nazi defenses were tak-
ing a terrific battering everywhere
along their last remaining Caucasus
foothold. Berlin said the Reds em-
ployed 10 divisions, at least 170 tanks,
200 planes and strong artillery
forces.
Whether this Russian move herald-
ed the long-awaited summer battle




Unification of French leadershlp
with all conflicting forces submerged
in the grand task of liberating the
empire was • dream that had had
ninny nightmare interruptions. But
with a spirit of give and take evi-
dent among the Giraud and De-
Gaulle forces themselves and with
persistent urging from the United
States and Britain, the dream had
become a reality.
Gen. Charles DeGaulle, Fighting
French leader, hailed the new era
in a radia broadcast on the eve of
his historic trm from London to Al-
giers to meet General Giraud.
"Union of the empire will be ac-
complished," he said. "When it is
realized how this is done in the face
of difficulties . . then one's re-
spect for France and one's faith In
her destiny will become even great-
er . . . We have paid heavily enough
for our absurd dtvision to be con-
vinced we shall emerge from the
abyss only by uniting."
B I G II LIGHTS ... in the tee, k's news
BATH KNIGHTS: Gen. Dwight D.
Foisenhower as id Gen. Iisaiglas Mac-
Arthur wore uptemded h. 1,,,rary
ktoghts 1 ila fir tral Cr. ss hi, der ,,f
the Bath hy bl.r. (;,..rge at England.
• • •
FLOOD AID: Expenditure of
$55,000,000 for rehabilitation work in
the flood-stricken areas of the Mid-
dle West was proposed by Senator
Scott Lucas of Illinois.
I DING CRAFT: President
ll',c tilt orb iti legislation author-
s/mg, the construction of one million
tans of landing craft and special
boats at a cost of $1.700,000.
• • •
TOLERANCE: The Junior Cham-
ber of Commerce of Odessa, Texas
asked the city council to adopt •
resolution eliminating the first Sel-




gy NOGLS g. WHI1MAN
Huger It Nl' reatuleio
Voir may not be able Ito replace worn
or broken heuvehold equipment. The. C.
net het ertwoent prlorltie. rorn•
SI, liter are of 'that 54.• h.tte . .
well av too pro..ohl. can thes colon.,
tit the SIM,' •M ner'• friend cella 5 rt. how
Applying 'Varnish
tnie, n, is. In !lute of sill the ,1,1,•
!,,t It has I ITI1 11111HISS15
, 515 r hoows Ii' apply V,If
1'51 V. Ail, 'sit
•,. 55115 Isles as tag
.,. 1 5. t.
t I , •
... t.,. .
a ioi,si thtended
for i.,tr..11 D., not sheke the can
s a; nosh, this is one of the causes
.i.r bubbles .n the finish. Pour
saough varnish into another can to
1,1 a half hour 51 - r sa. The brush
ant not be dipped into the ear-
1 sa more than one-half the Itaigth
I the bristles Do not wipe otT stir-
Ian Ott the edge elf the can, hut
throw it off Varnish should be ar,
plied in straight strokes in one di-
rection and with the gram. After
applying the brush full of varnish.
go over the same area with the
empty brush tel carry the varnish
forward and to spread it int. • thin
coat. "Slapping" the brush against
the surface may also caose air bub-
bles to form on the surface
F- 1
Fi•ing a leaks Ian, , 5 -s he • •,,
pie pro( rots of putting • new w either
in the offending tsp. This phase of
the art oh plumbing can he jar-
formed very handily by any woman
who sets her !wind to It.
Metal Window Sill
Question. What should be done to
the eaint en a metal a indov.: sill that
peels every year?
Answer: Reniove the paint down
to the bare n,etal. Rub down well
with sandi aner, then wipe with tur.
pentine. A; Fly a prime coat of good
quality red lead paint and allow it
to dry for at least • week. lo
with a coat of enamel under, a •5
then with a coat of top (maid,
quick-drying enamel. These paints
should come from the same manu-
facturer.
Leak in a Boiler
Question: I have a hot water heat
Mg plant about seven years old Last
year I had an oil burner installed
and it operated satisfactorily all win-
ter until recently. A small leak has
now developed on the side of the
boiler near the bottom. Can thus be
welded or braised"
Answer: Yes, it can be welded
Or you may be able to repair 
the
leak with iron cement. Your 
local
hardware dealer should be able to
supply you with the proper grade.
Moth Killing
Question: I have a fur coat, so
bad*, damaged by moths that it is
not worth repairing. I should like
to use it as a laprobe in my car,
but am afraid the moths will get
into the upholstery. What could
I do to the coat to make this io
possible?
Answer: Having It dry cleaned
will kill all life in the coat. The
treatment stauld be rep. ?ated later
in the spring before putt ig the coat
away.
Scratches in Glass
Question: 11,1w can I remove
slight scratches frcin a glass sur-
face?
Answer: The work can only be
done by dealers in plate glass and
mirrors, who have the machinery
for this type of work.
Shelf Hangers
Question: How can I hang shelves
on concrete cellar walls?
Answer: At a hardware store you
can get appliances for that purpose;
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LUMBER WANTED_
la 55 11 II - II ickory orol 5,5•15 1.5,15.451- Si.,,
NAbLon 1, les F 4,r ap,....,'
..• Anti 15111,,
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REMEDY
WOULD YOU PAY St TO KNOW?
Ara these Troubles yours?
1. .., is II. I I 51,1. h
I t 5. ,•
51 5 ‘I5 5 I 511, I 5, I , ,, 5 II.,
OE $OTO LAIIORATORIIS, MEMPHIS, HAN
▪ 1114,11101,1,,,
• ILar Hogs
This is the titst viir in ti '
lrrlitscA (1,,gs f,
litiring World War I
Illy h crowed war t n'utuoe I ,






Used by thou...Inds with sattsfactorv
sults by 40 yetre--sia ••Itt•ble ingredl-
eet.. Get Csrooll Si el rug .tere• 511 write
S55tl0ck•Nes1 Co.. N•stoolit, Tenn.
Gas on Stomach
Itelareed in newts. or ,trrol• er h.&






SIP .... • - Sop^ ORENGLI fool
4f0,10c
......olorryred and goo...hod by'
Mi FiDIRAt 85005 MADE CO IOW VOIR
AtFITER RHEUMATIC PAIN
With a Illedleles that •511 Prom 115011
If you suffer from rheumatic paha
or muscular aches, buy C-2223 today
for rind pain-relieving help. oinos $1.
Cnution! Ilse only as directed Fist
Futile pureltmee price refund") by












T• reify* districts et 11101117WIY
Female Weakness
WHICH WARES YOU CRANNY, NERVOUS!
Lydia E. Pinithun's Vegetable Com-
pound IMO helped thhutart.L1 to re-
lieve periodic pain, backache. head-
ache with emit, nervous. cranky,
blue feelings — due to functional
monthly disturbances. This is due
so its soothing effect on one of
wow•m's mom WONArTANT °IMAMS
Taken regularly —Pinkham's Com-
pound helps build up resistance





May '5r am ol liteor,leresi
atodemKiiti•denietaYttAerietar75.
Irregular habits. II. proper sc
drinking—Its ruk of eapo•ury 1
, i 
Ibil.1--Lthrows heavy Orate on 
tl,... •ra
uf 'he Wiley.. They are apt 
et he.,,rne
1c17,;:tVe:dr myn 'yd.  tlOM:nfos, o:mel et:hgep
headache.  Iizesnre., getting us' 
leg pewit .4.0101g—feel
ti.:::,:onr,voue, all WOr• 
%gni
4if kidney or bladder tilg
,,fder A 5. 11,510-




watt,. They barns had more 
than halt •
century of public •pproval. 
Are reerree.

















































































































lie Murray Pent...tat 
lo011olielicol it Nliniav. fit as the Iluiray I,emoerat
1,111 T11111.11, 11111 1,11'11 .1 an matter of Ne,•,,ntt e11111•
(Iii' iistoltIt'" nt too)' I' I. • II,. I 11,1 n. gat itioni. Yr the l',11te,1
tater+ l'outuffiee lit•ilio•tinent Diti.triet 111 1.
111111111 , 1
e •,,. and Adj,,Ining trill Iii's
teIii IselollockV 





stay up 2 atm: 1943
Anil
v .' hallo ear Kit by
haie a f,'svr stra minutes beforeit Gen pss. thitught I would dr.!, you
to See to let knot\• how much
tight 7 .1
enjoyed receiving the toly1.11
yor
11(11. I recciscil it toilay fir Cae
10c ad-- st Pine. I have heard that ii
itityls
om home is the best new. and
he bull O‘V I I,tunv it. I %vain tit take time
ok oh! , tell Nail, N0111,1111014 111.111t it""
Ii 
it .
It it Latter than Murray, bin I
dim"' they havc 1 buil, oer
osPitalL., .ta• here, because diet'
uk you eat us halt (fur quarters are new
ell., to nil of I.riek. The food is ;Want
I. 1.e•t WO. %VI. have Ina,' i.e-mal
veral sets 44 uniforms and it .1
dit ti i',i.r' the Naval \i iation Ia-
t, itiarchine h. a Na i baud
I was Inck V eln tol In' iii ilile
I/ tittle r almost t ili One.- \seeks
kickine ii, ....Id 1 \vitt happy tot See
otne 111,111.1 all 111. Cadets bo-
lls(' till( getting 1110 At five and
thirit- a. in makes yon think
day a. • week. I et111110t say much
lilt lob!' daily duties and class.,









d :01 open and not our moutit.
iu.,,,1 and well aiipreciated
re t' Sam toir
es nr •re are se \ crat ado, f rom
ilia state here and the\ are doing
tIol
ha. III , id 14111. I•11, thanks 111.1..111 fon.
Bet Illo Palter and I will lie lookini: for
That ii to getting it I Ili. ye., I might
any .if that the laps are voing to get
I was part, heat off he. 
t• mean business.
ds and Yours ;ride.
• first VC, CSNR
rd is in JSNPS, 21.th Pao , Room 311,






A. it is rainey. an.I a work detail
al arid has inlo Missed Ille, I thong/It
11-1.1:111e W0111.1 let you know I ant still :dive.
•ing. II have just read some Iliee letter:
fliptl, V, Mr paper. All the boy• seem
ligt be doing ()K everywhere.
I have hymn away front
wicks. about 19 months aii.1 have
t in 13 months overseas, at1,1 the
4'1 1 1 hay, 111'1) off dulV ,va• a
'cour pa,s.
1 think Paul ll,•ale had ,onirthing
t• can tell the biggest v•arii.out when '.vi' all vie, home and
W,•11. 1 think 1 can tell a 1,1 that's
time before I 1,.1 re to start telling
Iles; for I Will Ile safe in aaying
that I hale ',Cell 111o. Won oot ,eattler
Cd 1111010d, toVerseas think
1111 MI 
111,1•1' \11.4 is ill agr''' "ill' ""'
T ever tell tile story.
NV.•11, I will say hello to all the
llowaY neon', and mY folks
Xt Cf.
S., keep len, living our \vav and
so 1-tig
1,1, BuRNEFN.
A T to., th Inf., ,
C P. M.. Seattle. WaOlitIght11.
istert, linddie, you ought to lie
her, right now. It's raining like ail
bills heck mid been raining for 3d
day, Crops ar,• beginning to hurt.
Tell me, is it trite what they say
about the !lase you se,ii
I polar bear, Ile good, kid, we en-
joy your letters and hope you like










I recei ed \1,111. paper Nionday
att•I I sine is. elall g,•t it I
I, ,ve lieeti fflissitlg a It by riot get-
ting to read about all the boys that
I used to knotv that are note in
the sert itaa
I stay SoFry ht bear about R. ('.
Ste\\ :lit I 11.1Ve kit ost. II bitt a Iiigg
tilt together
for aeveral years. Ile was a fine
man.
1 is ill tell Volt a little about my
at no eat ect I lia%.• licrti svhere it
ii.t, hot :mil ,,t Texas
and Mal. 111,1 I have been
w h. le it \\as c..1,1 ill,1 stmwy in
on-in an.1 Nil, higan. I stayet1
out in tlia snoiv and col,' 42 below
/el., in \I I. higan for 15 days. It
eia • had but Kentilekv boys: earl
tal .• it I Alli ill the Tallk 1)estroy..r
.mtlit :old 1 like it tine 1 will try
.I., better lie \ I tittle. I IlaVe to
go to a NCI) meeting ft. 'IV. I want
to sat- hello to ine friends. Goo‘Illy
for now.
CM WM I. It NI; NI' FT.
('., C. ho2m1 'I' I) Iln , \l'()
t 'tip N1,C..e. \\'i'..
t Tool, a long lauI v,iii,
man. Inn ‘.
bie 1:A1W - K
30 alai Pall
11,-110 Kerby :
As I was kind 1.f thinkna. about
,voit •Iit,1 it, f AI. I Ile-
ti %%tit.' In , .1.. The
ntiesti,,n, \Vila( %%ill tie do :Liter the
is I iIi flii1111, itt
mall\ P.onle t_hol' felv iii tutu'
are it ill, inom•y now. Are
IleV f,iisint.! 1,1.11,1s Are theV think'
11111 1/1 hat II, scull he for the
Ti' w Anterio ,ons 1.1ki• your new
Pinior ronittiaml 1 wonder just who
it \vas th.ando we, as soldiers, would
I, rget Ii ii the 1,1,1/*Oft Apt/ pleas-
Ilre that yoli ha possible for
u. bv .,•nding th,i paper. Please
tell him that we as red-1,10,-,,fe,I
fighting men don't 1.,rg,•t so easily,
ut hollestls' I s,,rre for those
that hate no ini.hr-tanding. or cafe.
for Callowat's sons w h., are hying
to, protect those -wino don't assist iU
carrying the torch.: as \yell as
those that . t,'ul., lio.' their part. ii,,
III:Otter hoots' .NI/ We ask is
Caat foo.1 lir raised, work carried
.•ti in defensi• plants, and the invest-
ment if a stimuli part of each man',
earnings in \Var Ponds. \VI:. will
\valk the hard r,gol, wade the mud
and slime. go dowti in watery
uninark,•,1 gras•vg. fall on the battle
held, 111 dying t111•11, \Vith head,
highi. alw-ays oiaward to victory.
\v,• ma \ not have as many cakes
a • \se desaaa "lir last year's shoes
v•on't be 01 the latest style, meat
vcon't al\vays In' available, even gas
will be mit, hitt at the sante time
\ye are Americans svith „high ideals
and standards to uphold, as (stir
chaplain said to.lay, "(hir nation is
like a large laboratory: will we let
•ollit• illsbZ1lificallt. fOOliSli per-
...11 i•xplode the entire nation? \Ve
Iris.' quite a fi tv seini-Amaricans
that would like to try it, 1.iit they
ate too greatly outnumberetl."
Kerby. we \\ ill forever stand I,y
















"fru gem., the u.•rr told us,,. tough prnhlun Koolau ioorotair bowohuogLohoiliwg, sold adverse 14r...flue. a guests'four hour propoutoou It repair...owl are made offour men.. Ihrre guard whole Mr other Itorki."
trrom by St.tre.rtt larneoW, Hurlbut,
Marine communications men built it under fir•. And it
has been kept built. Th• "Guadalcanal Tel Cr T,1" coy-
•rs well over a thousand miles of wire.
That is where some of your telephone material went.
It's Fighting on other fronts, too. We're getting along
with less here so they can have more over theie.
Telephone lines here at horn• are life-lines and pro-
duction lines, too, in war-time. To help make way for
s 4.11 war calls, we are asking you to mahe only the most
necessary long distance calls, especially avoiding
c.ills to luny war centers. When you must call, pleas•
be brief. Thanks for your help.
SOUTHER CELL TELEPHORE nu, TELEGRAPH (OMPARY
INCUNPORATLO
iii 'h the war, hold your head Ilig11,
carry on the good work, worldly
goods don't mean evt•rything, esiie-
cially in a future that is coming for
none .4 us can control
Sincerely,
Pt• .1.\ NIES ('A11.1)Wlala.,
loird FA Itti., Ittty A,
t amp Livingston, I.a,
36 May 1943
Dear Kerby and Mate:
I have been aiming to write to
the old time home paper for a long
ti tttt but just have gotten to it. You
ran also tell that man (and you
ealf him f8i'iltitTifftt not smart 1114
by a long shot, hut here is one
guy that has the agsWer fun" send-
ing the 1000 papers more of them
t Ilan he has roads leading iii M nr-
ray.
Ii he was in this army just long
emittgli for a little basic training,
something besides words would
answer his own for him, and before
the training would be over he could
go for this paper or any other one
In', m home. Years after this war is
over, if it lasted a 100 years from
now, I know like others know, that
we will never forget the little Mtn.-
ray Democrat. To some extent we
do forget, still there are some who
tho not forget us, thank Gral for
them as. we are thankful for the
boas i•rseas who are giving their
lives, for some .lay there may be
a bright day come to the mother
and daddy of each of them. May
the boys in the hospitals see bright
olleS, too. I know just a little of
what they have lots to put up with,
for I have In•en working in one for
the last six months. I am only out
14 them at nights.
I have seen boys who have been
ill Imre avec!' months or longer—
TI11.:V S1.1 1.1. 11(11.1) THEIR
(11INS CP. Sottlell,,M. I
1:11oW 110W, you ran s, r little of
what it takes a wh-' lot of, to
make a private even a n II soldier
in the army.
Now old pal I am n• • writima a
Shoemaker letter this I 'inv. This is
just Pvt. Robert C. an in per-
son. I was intending to write an
old pal of mine °verse:us tonight,
hut if I could talk to him I know
of nothing I would
.Mid if I could put off his !char one
night longer to write home t., our
many friends, Ile would answer in
these words! "As vu 'u like, Inuldta
I'm willing to wait: we all are wait-
ing. The I.,ord only knows lioa
isilling•" Yrs. I "Ii,
with friends on a short 9-day fur-
lough which I W1S11 every boy could
ha e,•. I didn't ..ec all of you while
1 wa• at IIIIt I hope thk let-
ter reaelles the rest if it mi•sas
Kerby's waste paper hatiket.
I Will sae hello tit Illatlla ail.1
dad, tell all tl‘e friend, I will an
55511 letter: 'rust as soon as I
get elat Sleep baCk thvy milk, 'I tit,
out of at 111tirray.
'eat won't be long for you can't
hold a soldier dots n whim l•lich•
Sam puts three good meals iii hip!.
Ii ,,111 M.1 helie Ye it, just try it
amp.. time Something is bound to
come
I will have to ring iitT thiw so the
ones who see this wouldn't believe
this is the aante bare-footed
aoti boy that cattle to Murray ,itice
in a great while, hut the "whili•" is
greater now. Ti. this bov. with
sI,'.'', on, if yom uncle and my un-
cle did have to put rocks in themi
for him to get used to wearing
thew.
night and the beat of all
Your buddy.
Ptt. ROBERT C. 11)11NSi.)N,
I551/th Sera.. (nit, Nital. 1)et, Se. C
Fort Knox. Kentucky,
Hello Kerby:
1 just received your paper and
was sure glad to hear from you hack
home. Even though I have is el
in Detroit for the past six year. 1
lairesa I will always call Ky, my
home.
I just finished ,'lasse's this last
%%Tr k and WaS I glad, but it was
a little rushed. We took a semester
,,f Geometry in four days. Speed eh!
We have really hail some hot
weather here lately. My grand-
mother sent me some caMly and
1 had to eat it with a spoon. But
It was good.
I haven't heard front Me Colisin
Gene Crawford in Texas in some
-ime, hut 1 guess he has been pretty
'aisy in pre-flight so I would like
.0 s,ty hello to him through your
for I'm sure he gets it.
\ ,ii n 1 want to thank you for
the paper keep up the swell work.
Your friend
"Max"
. MAN 11, GUTHRIE
100 1 , Ale:_;i• Trg. Der
Kans., State A and A.S
Miliattan. ktillStAS
Dear Kerby :
I don't glics• \•011 know me, but
I'm sui • vim know my dad, and I
1.now you. I received your paper
ssi,k ui'1 you don't know how
much I .ipprci rite it. Thanks a lot!
It mak,. voa f.•el like you're right
'it 11,11, \shell you start reading
u.all the folks you've been
used to scein,..t.
Now for 111 I'm down in the
tti ancl it sure isn't
what I is. sinieting. 1 thought
Texas is:, I, ii 1 Inn there are plents
of hills iirouttil here. Hardimatt
!Stiller and 1 are both together
olds il, Ill scsciity five yds. between
1,1111 lints \VI. see each other every
night.
\Me really ha\ e some nice officer%
and that mal.e• it lots easier for
11S. Vtllelt the sarge say so the lights
have got to be 1111I out so keep the
paper comin,. my way and I'll keep
on thanking you.
Pvt. GENE WHITF.




Kerby, I will write a ft w lines
to let you know how I ant. 1 am
doing O. N. flow is everything in
the big town? Pretty dull, I would
guess. Kerby, I suppoae you thought
I had forgotten you, but will never
do that.
I sure hare been busy lately, :nit
I can always find a spare minute to
write a line or two. I see in the
paper that several of the high school
are being examined t, 'r Men-
,, I can tell them on.• thing: If
they pass, come to the army like' a
man. We will need several boys
to lick the Japs and whip tlre'14ar-
mans. Don't think we can't do it.
Just wait until the 9501 Division
get. bold of them. There will be a
big change, I hope!
Kerby. 1 sure enjoy reading the
Murray Dentocrat. We hay.. been
on maneuvers for three weeks here
in Texas. The best 1 cult tell we
will alien,' from 4 to 1, WC,L,
Louisiana.
Well, I haven't got much to say.
wish Mother and Dail
luck and hope to lie with 11 lent
again in '44 to stay.
hi us' GOill bless America that there
will be a change.
Rest regards,
Pfc. HOWELL J. STARKS.
11.1. Buy., 360th IA Iln. APO 9',





I have been reading sour paper
for some time. l'on sent it to oil,,
Calloway county boys, and I enjoyed
it very much. As I ant now over-
-.ea.: I don't have the opportimitv
I,' read it. I \VI \ 11 you tvould send
it to me to this address
Yours sincerely.
I's a DANIEL WALI/Pl•P
Det., )45th Avii '
Med. Del , th Avn
AP() , co I'. M., N. a
(Dan, I've often wowlei,,!
the Arabs would spell in \
and now I know. I w•ap',
which oh, of the \Valdr,,i,,,
V1111 111 111't spell your it,,
Clara Waldrop. but it
close emaigh to put you '
with the rest of the gang
rare of those plane, i f 1.111"
write again. pleaae.—Kerlo )
After so long I will
June 19-13
Ilear Kerby:I
f‘vv• 1 have been
ivritt• you, but have I.
busy. So after I 11,1\a• n ' ,r sri-
tb,! again and 55 ill a
lines, thanking Vi ll I
Murray 1/1.111,u-rat.
Kerby, we la,vs
salve do :rpm e. late
doing for us lo -
Per \Yell I n ,:t •
n•\ army hie
1 have tue',, ita'
and I Seen '11
•Pellt (11 Illt111111, at
and now; I air at
1,1111' i11 ("iir,1/11 \\ 1
ioming here awl v I
t,u know it sure \\ • a r,••
1-11.• is as' we cam
:ma carry a tli
to 65 pounds. \Ve ,r,
I .1111, snot,: al1.1 '
se% efal boys \\ 1
n't take it. I a,:n •
boy I know „i
had a real 1,11 ,' n
gether for a 1,1, 1'1
trell, hut he is lien as
do miss him, but o,
must part sittnctr,.
1 have just read • Ilat,
boys that left foi arin
May call I don't ,• how in
be possible for mot, ,
left in Murray. Pm maybe t: -
N\ on't last fore% yr.
Kerby, just kei: up r
work and we boys all do r
I belie Ve I will g, • a furloa
and I sure hop I do f,
never avas a place 1: home
\Veil as it is abou: time ft•t
I will say so long at I I'll be
you in old Murray aaain soon !!
new address is below.
Your friend always.
Cpl. JOSEPH NA IN BRO
Buy, A, 609th F.1 Iln
Camp Carson, Colorado.
I'. S.: Tell all nit gocal Ina!:
around Murray hello and 1 hop.•
see thetn soon.—Rafe.
(If I see her I'll relay the mes-




Sorry to hase wait,c1 loth.; iiu
drottPillst you a few lines, although
I think you can understand the
reason. Things have been humming
down my way for quiet sometime.
and I don't mean h. es.
But as I have a !lance now.
want to extend to tiiti my
dation for your pap. r. I has
getting it regularly t, 'r so 10‘,
1 for one think you arc dom..
wonderful thing for the boy. a
girls of old (-alloway county th
are in the service.
Speaking of hillbillies, there a
three regular army num in
lit and they are all
but I ant the only .
way county. .Althom
'.well bunch of guys in this
and the). have shown that th,
what it takes to win this w..
I asattre you that each and ei.
of us are doing our part al
continue to do so iintil the
one way or the other.
Say, fellow, that sure wag a nice
burn-tip job yon gate the striker,
and taxpayers in you. Ittiddie col-
umn. This is to some of von grillers
and mourners. How would sou like
111 IGiVi• 1 /lir joli"- Leave 'paw.,
11-1,•tach, col 11i11 into
a (it'd i.,1,aken v k,' Ibmis
iot Fieedom and Victory?
!Yr it ii "'A , At :1111.1
also. 1'1 i ne our iloonie an,1 Vi,t,,i
Ta x, and y.,ni il,,lml si,, have
tough, haw FILO'. a p.1 I,uwl
11.., -.I I ..1
that
of ti.
\Oa d u . ..aom tla ta•-a
its. and %%hat we do, nov, or ii II..
,• 11,111, r , ive Iliis
Ii"•C 11.11 111m I '11 1.11 -1" 1",
1.,,I v..rv 1 n n',,.',
Sold', a • .11, hr NIttritit•
Int.ttlt1 th 'It, It,
hike I,, takt• shirt ..1-
1.n. tht.. t' • middle of
next mantla awl la•p. tie '17,11
1,,k11 ,1 111. •,,t
t , k Ill •E I. man',
i,, au -a. tl.,, I, is al a
tighlina ‘• a a -la I •
I.' 1.0W, .o. '
o ell o -11,11.0,0i flare
su, t. .11 III 1 h. 1.111•
.!. 1,11.1%5;











NI. ! I W 
NI a•• NI! atal Mr.. 
inn I \l".1114.t Sni, of the , i!v. Mr
*. r
"NEW" CHAIRS—JUST
A FEW CENTS EACH!
Like magic, Kurfees Granitoid
Quick-Drying Enamel makes old
chairs, tables and other furniture
look new at httle cost! One pint
covers six chairs, or a breakfast
table and four chairs, Easy to use
... spreads freely without brush
msrks. Dries in 4 to 6 hours to a
gleaming tile-like finish. Wash-
able. 18 brilliant colors and white.
Come in ... let us show you! No
obllgation, of course.




I', 411 Ilic Melt I to work \\Atli
it the I and NI and for them to
1. , IT building roads Nlavlie when
a.. on :main r th.
1, 1 I'll In I 11.11It hag k the,
them.
I had to quit v. for a
1 A
tI II
In 1 I.( /VI) It I
\ 1:11.
N Pmu N,, 451
Ii 1..111111,11
',I, and ,.I I.
%hon.. s,
'
111 I 1..14 ,,• 1 11 Ir ttr'l. it
.1 1. i,,l I -I.. I. 1.. Ilt•;11- :111,011 It t
111.• 1111—III:. i i,I',e, 11.0 •
.•1 11,1 1.1,11 !,1111,1 to -at, ty
tam la-tea 0 Ill:I
m •.•u,, - all 1 '6,10 t..
,‘ 1 I,At his f..t Ler and Illother
tt -,ttl e
A 11-1,1, r fil,•11,1. a true
',bald and III, IlOiro II a tIt•lo
I 1 es. A1 , 1 bilri -
1 11,101-
laa t
II \PI I l I \ --111
liAt h1/1
.I“ 1' LI,.istuit,it Y01.1 anti setit
'ii to Illt•.
I "I, nY to read that on,
ti .t Ir•f. Mr arviii Ilell ver,ite yin].
I 1,, hear i.f him liavima
'1'. sta.. ill II,
1,,• is,.. a lend of •
1 ,a• ii, tla• t t . camp •.• a •
hitt 1 hope that
I .1 1, 11 1 ,11 I 0 1 1 '
1 11 11 I.
1.,
bon1.1.. 10.111, for the goof] ,•
and if ',ell 1):. 1; horn,
tli .011111,. he. !.
awl .,,,,n get t
/11111sn 1111 1.1111 1/1.' ;ii
/1.,.1111 1111 1 1 111.11 1/,111 lie a I,atiluv .1...
for is but h, lb for tIn• (;.•rtinitts and
laps. Ian , start, 'I ••
1,11t si. .0 elle' it,
\ 11, I Inaial that my I
()Tie of Murray IVAs V •
IA Is A11,1 is,,. ill ,I,, beol
11, 11111, I 1,i111 t•..11 u, s:O•
t..1 'f! ;Irld 1 hilli
rn lit•ar
Wu, - I !awls no broiler
111111 II. o,V umr,I Ilo eol
'cll. I I.
1 b u t I„
.,11,1 me y paper.
ION It C I11:1)1C11
P NI , Neal I: trio a In, I.,1
Sa and tnEll up
c-u,' all Isar,
Ii, lit ault O ."
Ili, • II', •
• the h i.
PI, ire.
Be SURE of pleasing. DAD with






















Life begins at midnight 365 days in the year for the
old general, but tonight it starts with 40. Now pal, one
foot's on a banana skin and the other is in old NIaud's
stirrup and we're gonna gallop through the next 40 at
a slower pace. NIaud's getting a little hogback and so
is the jockey, so it looks like we're in for a good rub.
Wish you were back home to take a little of the load
off my back. Had one of our gang on the force for a
long time, but he got smart and joined the army air
corps after the draft folks
told him it was just the
thing to do. ( Are you lis-
tening. las. H. Smith?)
Srmiething's vvorrving iii
the I.tst L !Ili! L1,3 :mot1 . r one
of those pap, r• tioni boatd end
I g.it 1,11 ,..it the dem-- lents
1 .111 1., 1.14.4ill 11141 '1.11t







. :1. 'C fatuity
of those
:!
1.Iy 1,•ng legs right
il..or in 111411. !lope
he s r t.1,•r. 1)., they have
illtl.-'.c 'is in the pup tents'
If tl ! see \thy you don't
Tl'e • '11,1 111.1%\ et1 IIIand
a ne ! on it L i iir s ,t h tbt
veng of tari- e,I• t.,er to
land et Pat,. Ti'e ing
eluded Castle .Nlbert \Vat -
son, I .t• I) l; 1.111,:il
1.100 Ratteree. Robert Fit.I.1,r and
John Nanny That kfil mai:,
oily !mire vOtale of a idol- if he
cps the I ,ster Nanny. l„putation
intaet O'd 1 t •!, I t• vottnc
all r. tic for it dinners in .1
lot J.f pla..tt • •• c.- latest dope
tell• m that au ...bell burst
in fr 1 -I • e• m litn•t-
ink:, int., 1'1, '41i 4,1, 114.14,114 !I and tlie
ht-.1\ k'!largv km, his leg.
cutictii under him !Icy. hiiiy
it'll he happy days t see old lat•-
ter 'sack Mune agan. Ile took it
like a Mall. and III bet my bottom
doffer it didn't hit him in tile back.
The :` t prouder
eke, 114 \ of her 0 s. ,1111.1 c're
reed, I,' '-'it \ On ft -k r. tin against
the 1.„ st it: the wo• eii.I know
fr. m th. start von-. mie
Vb.! I bII it le•t week \Li
Tut: •, d in fi ti tin; ti.i Si,,
.NrIs ' I• I did, -List it. for




•••• ".„. 1' .0
I n.,• 12 • • HAI •••:..4t 1!' it'
s m• itI.! of it. ,o'•
Iii' 11..1 t•e•
of „tar %viten he vve•it throm_•ii the
l'earl flarhor sneak a!taek. Got a
k.
44. S.1111., Ana ha'. 111.'1.11 111 tile
,.• 1\11" knit %eat,. .111St 111 C:I•C
• • hint kr'',‘" 
it, tin!) arc broth-
.- • v. tntt von can't hold that
thou
1611'111e Coleman's letter
her ? I'm enclosing a copy
ot it in this letter. all,' I do wish a
of his pals were back here
1141W. Tkit bog's letter started'
of things whirling liver in my
 .1 I ,,t night lust been wontlering
!-oti fellows are goima feel
I. I on get back home. jitittnie
I \‘,11111,1 111117/le IliS letter.
lie knows better than that. I
55 ,.!tin't allYMOreTUiu/filime of his
I, tit is :inv. more than I would ex-
t•ect to lie inia.•iled. And that re-
iii 
me . .
are out there fighting and
doing for us. back liome and for
ns back home 110t t1, 11,41,t
Maititaln .1 tree
.011 1.7,0% criiinciit in ti e State
of Kentucky would be tlie lailkest
sort ,if treason.
Ilell•papers ill
Nitirray straddle fences and dry it;,
bke hill oi beaus .41 .1e•t'it
beil‘tir.i. it-it tell the vvor1.1 your obi
vvailior•t• isn't met!, Of tin' stuff to
1 Ittell the !..,1:1 it of indifference
in state atfai• • _Vt11..tigli a lot of
sour foIiss •11.1\ set agree shill
tne. I inn•t gi‘e to 111V alit' your
stilt, ill% s :11b1 elf,vrt• to rid
it of a maci•ine with the
sem, enett...m. I hay, tried to give
; le.isure my buddies out there
. ttenche• You're dying
tit, re to iS me from the face of
the ,thu the tyranny of altosluti•tn.
we'll JI.• the same at honte. No
1.1 11t1._•es asked. none promised :mil
55,'I a,,, med. I have noth-
r ii 1,..0 or gain, hut the enjoy.
tn, tit I revel m destroying an or-
..f 41C111.11411glieS.
%%4411 141, 11,1\ c (411111yed seeing
V et t P Nil 11..ghwayne<•, the
Commi•s...ner of l'ollution
th.• I Lotorable Lyter thin-
'h'.p. in the Nat -ti! Hon! this
11(011
\1. eder wily your mammy alb!
i,ppy as %tell as env, It ,I, ,n't take
Interest in entertaining
Yi•itims v .vertlOr CalltIlliatt s
'Al saint. 111 Ile leader. same
‘.id that we tried to ?id the
state ot I gut 'ears ago.
It v„.•:: M. a IlAppy day, buddie.
SS thin 11,.. Call rid Kentucky .if the
Illa, k Market of political patronage
and its panderers Hoy, can such
people ni,..•!11 the itleais of a de-
n..., racy 5,1 never give to the state's
employe,- the tieet•ncy of protection
144 ,11•1\ 11.itttnlage 4.11111 iaStitni
.1.!1.11 k !lough of that stuff to-
but I can't ht•lit front thinking
, tlovver of the county.
t! Mem. it ft, nation. the tour-
• 01 all ,11,11g men. %killing
1 and tight 14, destroy
tile it -dial in dictatorial control.
U • iii at the same time we at home










We Have It, We Will Get It,
Or It Can't Be Had
PHONE 10 MAIN STREET
Q-akte TA Si .2,04/i4...
I have gone to St. Louis in search of merchandise.
I hope to find needed small notions.
I have just received a shipment of LADIES WHITE
SHOES that we have been short of for some time.
We have a COMPLETE LINE of WORK CLOTH-
ING and SUMMER UNDERWEAR.
COME TO SEE US IN OUR NEW LOCATION
—302 EAST MAIN STREET—
T. 0. Turner's Store
HAZEL NEWS
SS SN LI I 11.4.1 IIII R
11111 :1.1111141.1\ 'light lot a get to-
gether with one of its most loyal
members, t'yrus Miller. Ile
inducted into the service of
count' v
Miss I otaine Bishop of Nlemphis,
Tenn . Katherine Citiener,
Bailey, Doris Charlton, Imogene
Stewart, Nlildred Jones of Ala.,
Thelma McPherson. Prentice Ilarris
Calvin NN'est. 3 attics Steele, Betty
Nlason, Billie Wilcox, Jessie
55 sit Itailey, 0. B. Tt1:11110W. Bob
Cook, I.' 1'. Steely, (alga Bailey
and the director, Mr. Paul Dailev-
paid ltIiti II 'rhe sponsor of the class,
1?ev II. l' Paschall unable to at
The group met at Paris city Park
oiul enjoyed games :mil contest,
NCi111 .1
It %..is a very enjoyable evening
though Cy rtis will be missed veiy
much as the class meets front Sun-
day to Sunday.
-- •
Nliss Loraine Bishop of Memphis
spent the last week in Hazel with
Kit Ileum. Cioenner.
Bob NIarshall of Paris arrived
ill II:1711 til SpAllil the %Celli
With telatl,
Mrs. Bill Jones, -Mrs L. K. Pinkley
Nli,ses I l,i,ei limes, Lamine Curd
and Audrey Oliter of Hazel had
duiner Thursday. ev MUM; With Miss
I outs,. and Ni.idaltne Lamb ot
Cr,issland.
Mrs Alice Jones spent a few days
Ii. Murray with her daughter Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Robertson.
ND-. and hi r'. Sam tiarrett of
Nletuphis spent the weekend in
liazel with their father and sister
NIr and NIrs. 1). N White.
Miss Laurine Curd of Hazel left
tor Nlemphis Sunday afternoon to
vi•it wit), Mrs. Frankie Garrett.
\‘'. E. VVright of Detroit
was in 11417e1 the first of the week
visiting with friends.
Sam Boyd Neely of Clarksville
spent the wvtikicnii with his parents
ND and Mrs. II. I. Neely.
NI, :mil Mrs. Audray Farmer of
NI IT ev Were ill I la7r1 Sunday
visittng.
\Ir. I t.ve Duey who has been
visiting slit!, Mr. and Mrs. II. N.
\VIM,. for several days returned to
Tier home in Murray Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Futrell if
Grove and Mr and Mrs. Wade
M, \aid- Calvert City spent Sun-
da, with L. NIeNabli of Hazel.
\II. and Mrs. ) Settt of \lay-
', tit several days with hr.
! Mt. I. T Mu Nab!, l`f 11,17.11
Ii.' week
Turnbow ,ef Mempltis sbent
ii Ii. 'it and Sunday with
•..,r, nts Mr and NIrs. Ii It.
Neel, who has het it
it ti e• hospital at Murray ftrill,r-
.1.1ys tO Ills 110Ille iii
I 1 Tlitir•da v.
Julia Katherine Latimer of Clarks-
ville spent the wi,keild in I ...el
with her parents Mr and Mrs
Latimer.
Estelle France is a patient in the
Idastin Hospital this week. Mr-.
France spent l0ri,l,iv itternoon with
him.
Mr and airs Vera Phelps and
huh. r of Deroit are S'istillg
Witll their parents Mr. and Mrs.
Zol Swat.,
NI r'- Phelps is confined to her
room with illness.
Nit. and Mrs. V. E. Lane and
children of lia7c1 spent Sunday and
Sunday night in Dixon Tenn. with
their mother Mrs. .1lice Dixon.
Dear Sir:
I lere comes another Kentucky
boy from down here in Alabama.
I will drop in to tell you I've been
reading the Democrat. My mother
sends it to me. I read "Dear Bud-
di,•," all the boys letters from old
Murray and knowing a lot of them,
•,•ems just like getting a letter
from home.
If any of vu 'it boys find my ad-
dress, drop me over a line, and tell
me how you're liking army life. As
for me, it's swell. And say. Mr.
Jennings, tell that guy that says
we boys will forget you in three
months after this war is over, he is
kolly wrong. I guess the hest way
Ii r us to prove how much we ap-
preciate your paper is all to get
furlough and drop in and Indip wash
those diapers. Boy, I know just
how its done I have fimr brothers
and sisters all younger than my-
self. Ni kidding around this part
of the country.
Well. Kerby. I'm not writing
just to put my name on the mailing
list, it's just to let you know that
I read your paper and appreciate it.
it'. it diiing a wonderful lot for
\se boys. So keep it up, boy. We'te
going to do our part to keep fel-
1 ms like you and our dads at home
iti, moms and the youngsters.
Yours,
Pvt IfF.NRY FORD RUSSELL.
t• M. I.. Dept. Co.,
..rti Regt U. T. C.,
Camp Siliert, Alabama.
(Deur), you got something on the
bell now altout the wet handker-
('hi, f deal W'hat do you say we
stagger mit the furhoighs—nittie.
that won't iii,. If a platoon could
cern.. together. we might be able
Ii' keep imp with the stream. I've
just renamed him Privates First
Class. Been wondering why I had-
n't had your address for just had
a hunch you ought to he getting the
Statile Bugle. I'll put you on direct
this week and let your folks save
their stamps and trouble Never
mind that handle stuff, just plain,
adulterated, polluted Kerby.—K.)
Mtirray Democrat
HARDTACK and SEA SOUP
tri   from- 11 7
CALLOW.%) COUNTY SOLDIERS AND SAILORS
Itin Pi4 I
Hello
Just A feW lilies t:i lc! 5:ill 1.11,1s
11,1t I out still getting .4 long tine
and hope that ev di at home
and mound old Min LII isectting
411011%! illie I don't much
to 55111I• 1111, 11111e !nit 1\ 111 111 141
lakc 111) sonic tit von, -ii.t.c in the
11apci it von 41011.1 111•11.I.
111•.1111 11 /lac 11.4
hit Kenn', ki-








in it hate for a
is a state %% here
11111.11 .111.1 the
1101 tor 1.4
guess I t an stand




1 11.11 1 1111,. 1,1
Mu it bill 11 I Alb





I'M I Mil, 1.
„lb! 11.11 till1..
to .1
t',I1A• 01 ill that
I see that lib it
colbill.1 lii ii
TeSas
iii' 55 111 vet vs!!l
fot envone
Inv v.'s bid cn.
am! it is lot Ni
I arn liking t! .
ill `Mi.,' lug till
11,4'
ca.\ hill
111%, 1.1 It'll 111,111
\VC11 1%8111\
tilt .t st iir hr
the teem, to ail
or 'I 1
op- of them at-,--
ii 1
55 , p
clat at noon and I
to see it. for it .
\there ell m,
cated
Say, if Iliuvm.1 NN
paper, I
rue a lit,' I 111 w • •
two time, ard dt.In't
•vver. Si If be J'
I will do os I.. -1 to
would liLt t.. Jul •
hot ,,• to heir from
I :011 %Vol 1, r
center today so I ha,
up a levy niesse.•es.
go for now. I ,,,mt t..
once again fill the tap
hope that I Call 110 that '
you sonic day. I had
for thiis time Iliiping
the best of luck
Your pal.
Cpl. ROY II. SNIITII.
11.. Itttv FA lilt
Ali() tiF,.
Fort Sam II..11.-toti, Texas
1)inguidIs home this wee l,
NI limy taking care of out ay.! • •
finished gal business that lie 1',-









Hardly know just how to start
my letter to yiii. Dave waited so
long to verite. Seemed that just
could not get around to it. But
must tell you how much I appre-
ciate your paper or rather Mal,-
all attempt. I really can not Writ,
just what it means to me being
away from home :old have someont
that hardly knew me to take Si)
mui•li interest in 1ne by sending !in-
tik. home Paper.
SeliI11, that by nut' failure to write
that yoll 110W have two Ralph
NVile.ixes tin s' -hr mailing list -one
a private at Seymour Johnson Fiehl
and one Private First (lass at Rose-
crans held, St. Joseph, N1 o. The
latter is the correct address now
and I surely want some other sol-
dier or sailor to have the other pa-
per so you just scratch the first ad-
dress front y011r list a1111 keep st•nd•
ing to the latter.
Now will try to tell a little
• „.
I have st.en in the last eight and
half months that have passed since
I left deal old Callow-ay, mehtives
and so many friends. I %vas inducted
at Volt Item Ind., Sept. PI,
illett• 4,111\ .1 week then was sent
to Camp I titia. New Mexico, for
Ill the army air foie...,
assien,-.1 to the air transport
minuend af ti One mouth of
iiiif about .es en to right !IOW'S
The country around there
im-e, that is what I 1.011lit
SI, 1 1,11 ..01111. You see. we Were
1,1 millS, I out id camp.
TIn id to 1?05eerans
Ni., \Nee tvvei intinths tut
tal Mot %% Inch is not very nit•e
- 'k i-lottle of it at least, but with
ti•t• ..; ',WC that I liad had lit.fore
  194
• eo to A. and NI. Seho,,I
.it lohnson Field, North
w In le we w•ere for four
'P iii iiithis 11:141 was that
hours it il.ty of school
dai id military training,
5l.rli5e5 and was it
.at t ., I thought we were hav-
i eally bad but when
I ,, .• paper and the letters
and about what
t I would then
well MT. although we
"'in.; Li hial-yard obstacle
.,•t• times a week and go-
' eg hikes with full packs
s, but hied thriingli it and
NI. diploma on NI at- Ii
back to our home 1.1•.•
, N\ e assigned to the 541th
Squadron and in N. (*. on
I eng to school.)
•t now working on the line
tity work tine. The
eally a swell place and St.
•ii is a nice town and people are
• sWell tti the boys from the
Ii, re I alll really glad to be
• school and it yvork. Seems
it now I am doing a little good
• ni l C.111111t V and itiendS.
1.11.111k, again for the paper and
ase excuse me for being SO long
.t!...tit 'shill try not to be so
nest time. .Itist keep the paper
...ming to the address below and
night now Must rest a little
foi e going tl I WOrk at II :311 to.




Ii u Ferrying Squadron,
RII,CCI•41114, Iii 1I, St. josepli. hliu.
--•--
N1.ut 1043
I tear K erby
NVell, as I hava. a little spare time
I will try t ohlni ul' s-ou a frw
to thank volt for the paper. I re'
ii ivetl t5s'11 toil:IV The first
thing I read t'llt "pi al 111141411e..
411141 then the letters trom all the
boys in the service. and believe tilt.
I sure etlitiy it all. I read a letter
today from my brother in one of
the 11:1111TS. (111011 111111, and
eiVe them the works. so we can
hurry lip and get back !ionic again.
I see that there are several In -vs
here in Africa that I know, but I
have Ile\er gotten on opportunity to
Ii'" any of them.
\Veil. Kerby. as you can see I am
not much of a letter writer, SO I
guess I had better quit. Thanks once
again for the good paper. I would
like to say hello to Mother, 1)ad,
brother and sisters, and all my
friends. So-long until the next time.
Pfc. IIONT ER F. N1'1 1.1,1AMS,
Buy. , itul CA. Al'() 302.
ea, P. Ni.. New York, N. Y.
15omewhere in Africa)
(Homer. do you want me to semi
you a list of the boys who are over
there on that side of the pond?
NV rite again and SOMe more, pal.




I don't guess you know me but
l'in sure you know my dad and
mother. I receised your paper to.
day• and „oil have no idea how
much I appreciated it. It sure
sectlls good to lay on your bunk at
;light ;old read of what people from
home are doing even though we
boys can't be there. VC,. have a job
to do it well enough that it won't
t•ver have to be done over.
flow is everyone around Murray?
Sure vvould like to lie there and
if everything keeps d'ioking as
good as it does now, maybe it
won't be so long until all of US





Are arriving daily limn the leading style centers. Be
sure to see these pretty washables before you buy.




Thursday, June 10, 1943
silt so had. !I he worse thing :(1.1:141.ivetihn.ltgiftiey,hier
about it is being assay from home. from ‘v,totinttion to h,ok tu, over.
.10(vi"nthbe‘r‘ellti.ligeetalmii:ir lan"iiew":assiliig"lael raising •ii mu. It heck that I ian't.ve got so close. Ile's sure a fine write, so 1 iu or ihritlil clitml,se. t mhis ess ormiy. Sure hone we aren't senor- a letter
pyt JOE IllIGHES,
11
to my wife and family.
rut thanking you again for your
payer, just keep on sending it and
I'll %suite y011 every chance 1 get.
Your friend always,
1111.1.1AM II, MILLER.
Svc, Mts.. 773rd FA Ilia.
I amp Bowie, Texas.
\Villiam, most of you 11fillers are
swell :only bugs, but if you're any
kin to that said guy by the mime of
Dallas Miller. pill pusher. I wouldn't




NVell, I've intended to write you
ever since I came into the army, but
I decided to wait until after tny
basic training was 4 11:11" and I reach-
ed my new post. I Can't tell you
how much I ult I enjoy y011r paper.
I read it from lll i l ig to old.
I took ins. basic training at St.
Petersburg. Fla. W't. staved ill a
hotel and ate at the cafeteria. The
army has taken th e over too. The
people down there are nice and I
couldn't hell) hut like my basie.
I was sent to Lincoln Field, Neb.
That's only six miles out of Lin-
coln. This is a iiwchaiii;
is woi equipped. From what the
Idiot., here tell me, I think I'll like
it.
I certainly enjoy all of the ..ther
fellows letters. I'd like to tell them
all hello and maybe \\ el! 4111 be
back in Nfurray soon•
VVell, Kerby, it's almost chow
tittle, so I guess I'd better quit. I
don't like to miss chow. Keep tip thi•
good w turk 1111 a I-0111111 tile (11,1 Sta-
ble. Your friend.
l'ic. P.111. E. HALEY,






I guess you thinight I wasn't go-
ing to write you, but I am in the
hospital SO I hav,• plenty of time.
Jack Jones and Will Stafford
were in the same barracks with Ille
Until I came to the hospital. I got
the names of the boys 0 N., but I
haven't had a chance to look them
up.
I have five weeks id ha.it Anil
then eight weeks of technical or
go to C.S.. Cadre School, er go
to Ille air C11111S I Can't Make 111 1
PIV Mind Uhieh One 1 Wallt..\II of
them are all right.
Kerby, you should be up here with
tile. There are lOts of pretty coun-
trysides here and more than that
111 good looking women.
I can't tell vtiti how many soldiers
are up here, but this is really a big
camp. Last week we had Gen. St!
Co NI, (itli QMTIt. Platoon 2,
Camp Lee,
P S • I gilt ss you still stay up
It Ruily's early in the worn and
shoot the bull. Tell "Palmy" hello
luut iiitte--.1 11e.
floe, I can understand why 1;e:t-
rial S11111Iller1 Callle 110,01 II to See
you, jack and Vv'tII. They ought I
bang a sign up in front of yo.;
(litre soldiers tent, reallillg 10c
See Calloway l'otnity's 3
\Yonder Boys Can't shoot the bun







all the good people of Calloway
Especially do I want to say hell,
to all the good people of my forint
neiglihrlitiod at Penny. l'o Mrs. N1
C. Nanny, cheer tip for I kmie
I mter can take it and in nil tim.
he will he back in there kiekine
the German rats again.
Sorry to hear I.. l). l'101":1 %Va,
\\ MI1114111 1 L1141\k' that I.. I). Can tak,
it for I have hill' take 11014
01%11 theNalIS urn hand lillt an% 1,
t•11.1k. in there kicking boys and
raring to get across anil takt
while you left off. I am sure
there are several 1110re besilles
...if that feel the same way I .1
keibv. I went to Centralia,
it week and my parents met
thimg I sluff` ulud haVe a tittle Ti
Was Ille first time I hail seen 1111
iiill, since Nos'. 10th. I
realls glad to sl'e
•••1". 1.1 Icilt il NIcicYrIolds atel
I 'tonal.] t 'raw tail here tile first
week I is a• here hilt Crawford is in
Calif now and I think McReynolds
has shipped out.
\Veil thanks again for the p mei
and if I am Shiplird al-COSS I 1511111
the paper to continue coming even
though I am out of the states.
Long tulul Stable Comeral and
keep thelll etiming and we Airplane
Mechanics will keep them flying.
A Pill,
I ill TIIONI AS R. AINISTRONI.
lath rti 5. !SKS. fritit
I Thamite 1. ield
Uaimise, Ill.
P I sloe would like t.
"Sting,- I inn. "Nubbin- Edmond-
, Ilatry. I ee Potts to tell ine jusi
1111%k 111 n.11 41110111 gettin IIfurloiml
I think Iron% the amount Linn m •
that he must keep the Sgt •'
shined all the tittle.
Also Oil Linn to quit faking and
vet out .4 tlie licit for I alb II:A
g1311.: u“ I .1 get him.
TO MEN IN SERVICE
Vi', .1 I argest Adult Bible Class
ARE YOU .1SII %NIKO OF CHRIST?
t:'s 5 I8 "Whosoever tbi•rm
fore shall be ashamed of fir rind
my words, in this adulterous and
sinful g tionu of him also
shall the son of man be ashamed,
when he cometh in the glory of
his father with :he holy angels."
ho ,„
whomever shalt deny .ne before
men, him will
I also deny he-
, fore my father









\\ionid you honestly be ashamed
for your secretary or your friends
you play around with on Saturday
night, to know you have trusted
the laird Jesus as your Saviour?
If so you are not a Christian,
because you deny Christ, viliich
makes Hint deny you, according
to his own words.
Are tout ashamed to offer
thanks at your table in the pres-
ence of your wife and children?
Are you ashamed for someone
to know you go to church tin
Sunday and take your family?
"Yes, preacher, I atn; I ion just
a little bit ashamed.-
Then that is keeping you from
hying a Christian. from being a
happy Christian.
"Ilut I think I have been saved."
Then if you are a saved man,
ihe Oilly Way Ii lie happy is to
openly and confess Christ.
Nlattliew lit ;2, Jesus says,
"Whosoever shall confess me be-
fore men, him will I confess be-
fore my father which is in hea-
ven."
This simply means if you would
tell y• al friends you are a Chris-
tian. that is publicly confessing
Clitist Denounce the old way of
life and turn to God.
ih It4 mums 10, and 9. Jesus says,
If we confess him with our mouth,
and shall believe. in our heart, we
lw saved
... have yttii read.
it von ,111. the Ilth verse of the
Ifftli chapter of Romans. "For the
Scripture smith, whosoever be-
lieveth on him shall not be
ashamed."
Itring ashamed of Christ, His
ive and teaching for you and I,
keeps Its from being happy in a
Saviour's love!
iii v closing i• biund ill
the StIl Chap!. I. -
ill the "For what shall
it profit a man, if he shall gain
the whole world. and lose his own
soul?"
We :ire 11,1 in M at thew
Ill i7 If we love father and moth-
er more than God, we are not
worthy of God.
If Noll love yOUr freinds or your
business so much you are ashamed
to take Jesus as your partner and
live for Ilim, you have missed the
blessings of G0111111 earth, and the
peace of being a (71iristian, and
heaven being your t•ternal home.
Do not be ashamed of Christ,
confess !lint daily to others.
II.. is the dearest fiirtid man
ever hail!
Billington•




Will Answer Milne Questions Free
This article appears Iti the D.driat Fre:, St. I 0,leisite
rieveittild 11.1e11%, ealumbus is News, /Munn t aeon
Journal, Knoxville News-Sentinel, Jarkeon 141111. Murray Ih,nioerat, l'arger'
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Quizz—What did the girl amoeba
say to the boy amoeba?
Whizz—Don't bacilli.
Guaranteed Cure
Mrs. Blue—It was so sad to hear
of Mrs. Green's death, doctor. And
to think you were treating her for
a-thma and have her up and die of
heart disease!
Doctor—Mrs. 13/ne, I'll have you
know that when I treat a patient for












HOW DOES A CHAP




Waits for Third Shot
Rushing into the saloon bar, the
man demanded:
"Gimme a double whisky, quick,
before the trouble starts!"
Receiving the drink, he swallowed
it quickly.
"Goon, Gimrne another before
the trouble starts!"
The barn-inn poured out another
am: watched him &ink it. Then
he asked:
"What trouble, and when will It
start?"
"It's due now," replied the cus-
tomer. "I haven't any money!"
Strange Insect
Johnny—Morn, what's a barium
fly?
Mother—What do you mean?
Johnny—Well, I know a butterfly
and a horsefly hut In Sunday School
we sang. "Jesus lover of my soul,
let me to thy human fly."
Wrong Number
Complete Giveaway Mr. Busy—Long Distance, give me
Mrs. —I think I'm losing my mind. Welland 2-2 double 2.
Mr.—Well, It's no wonder. Every Operator—Two-two-two-two,
time you see me you give me a Mr. Busy—Yes and hurry up. I'll
piece of it play train with you later!
FEET OF CLAY
"Figares don't lie."
"They're not supposed to. They
are simply raw material in the
hands of the expert."
English Slanguage
Teacher—Can you give me a sem
Unice us:ng the name of the city
"Tusca leasa"?
Bright Boy — The difTerence be.
tween a young nnd old elephant it
that in the old elephant the Tuscia
loose!
No Trial Needed
Lawyer to opponent(—You're thI
biggest boob in the world.
Judge ;rapping for orderi—Gen






NEW YORK—Some day a hard-pressed U-boat cernmander
av surface to find a di,ren airplanes
aa mg herd on his craft in mid-
Looks as If This ocean. If he
finds, in ad-
/filcher .if Blimps' dition. .
Moment Is Nigh m "herblimp drift-
ing aloft until tier birds do their job
arid come back to roost, all the
blame will be Rear Admiral Charles
Rosendahl's.
Raseadahl, a captain but up for
promotion, has been ordered back
to his favorite post, the ival Air
Station at Lakehurst, N. J., after a
tour of sea duty. All thri mail this
war he has been asking VI- 1.;
Wane-carriers.
Since the wreck of the shenan-
driah Rosendahl has bean ac-
cepted as one of the best In-
formed men on lighter-thin-air
craft. When that big dirigible
broke in two he drilled away in
the bow section, no motors, no
rudder, no anything. Ile and a
few helpers free-ballooned the
fragment until he could land her.
Piosendahl is a Chicag.ebarn citizen
of Texas who finished Annapolis iii
'14, served eight years on surface
craft and then volunteered for a tour
at Lakehurst, then as now the navy's
chief station for experiments with
Ile helped develop the stationary
and nubile stub masts. he worked
out mooring problems and ground-
handling and he never
preaching the virtue of the I .g g.,
Lags.
For • long time, catastrophes. such
as the loss of the Los Angeles. the
burning of the Hindenburg and the
Shenandoah accident kept him tram
getting far. But now congress has
ordered 200 blimps for anteli-beat
work.
---41---
IV EARS ago the Kansas City base-
' ball team was in a slump and
had no bat boy to boot. Somebody
remearthered a smart kid making
Bat Boy to Baker sandwiches
in the re-
in 13 Steps; Now treshment
stand. ThatDeputy Food Chief
afternoonthe
team s;-rayed hits all ever, an
hands down and the 1<di got a steady
job, though he had 'a gait finally
because he needed 77, money.
Now the War Food adminis-
tration, judged by some to he
slumping and certain a lacking
a deputy administrator, remem-
ber, the same kid, a solid citi-
zen these days, and E. lee
Marshall is drafted again. Since
the old Kansas City days. Mar-
shall has held a baker's dozen of
jobs and in his List WWI. actually
liaker. He quit the hairtnati-
ship of the Cconnental Itakine
company to ga with the toed
administration.
Ile was born •. a Miss -am rat
58 years ago. When he was
years old he ci.,aed his own fua
brokerage corm ;ca.. Later he than-
aged a bakery, real after a merger
was called east to become, mentu-
ally, head of Ce: anental.
He is a big mi . and a nose flat-
tened at the tip .ends an accent ( f
good nature to ha round aggresFive
face. On his fan .y tree is a natal le
ancestor, John Marshall, first chief
justice of the Sia reme court.
THIS year of grace the Bellamy
1 blueprint for Utopia is like Hit-
ler's uglier new arid, behind sched-






that 50 years wei. d be plenty for his
harpy revolutier Fifty.five have
rolled along an  we haven't even
those superheter. acne houses, state-
owned and suit, a to the tenant't
"taste and convaaience wholly "
Closest to them, maybe, are
the different hut promising proj-
ects of the private enterprise
Bellamy snubbed. Consider the
huge new construction u it h
which the Metropolitan Life In-
surance company and Chair-
man Frederick H. Ecker, mean
to revive a blighted East side
area on the still far from Utop-
ian Island of Manhattan.
This will be a major unit in a
nation-wide aaartment community
program that Chairman Ecker is di-
recting at the at-' of 75. And he is
working for nothing.
He is working f a- only a little less
than he got when he joined Metro-
paten 60 years ago. Be was a $4
a week office by then. At 20 he
had charge of all the company's real
estate transacti as and later was
the treasurer and finally, president.
Two generations back, the Ecker
fan.ily made their home in Alsace.
That was the Jacob P. Ecker branch.
Jacob served with one of Napoleon
I3onaparte's generals, lie came to
this country when his son John was
but seven years old. When the Civil
war broke out, John fought in 32
engagements, on the Union side. He
was left for dead once, but lived to
become a major. When peace came,
he rimed from Phoenicia, in upstate
New York, to Brooklyn. Here young
Frederick went to school until he
was 15 years old. then took a job as
office boy with the Metropolitan.
75, He Heads Big
Project for Less
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ERE is a li•tter from a
soldier. An American
soldier who has been
in uniform for fourteen
months, without ever leaving
• his own country, tie was for
eight months in Alaska, was
sent to officers training camp
in the middle west six months
ago; has since been moved to
run Fur base in Florida. buring
that time Andy has been home
for three leaves, and now he
cxpects a fourth leave before
being finally assigned.
"I wish the family at home
would get onto the fact that
I'm not a hero, and that my
tastes haven't changed in all
these months." writes Andy. "It
would be to say that I
don't look forward to leave, tee:rasa
I love my home, and those la, nths
in Alaska were the longest and dull-
est I ever lived through. But they
make such a fuss over rne pt ii -...e
that it makes rne feel embarrassed;
I haven't dime anything yet that
I wasn't told to do; I haven't cane
nnything heroic or dramatic. Mem
v..is terribly pleased ythen I war
FCtIt ft, I tlicers' tree.aing, but so were
a t ci ether fellows, and it isn't
anything to get chesty abaut.
"Next rearah I'll probably be sent
O\ discos. it I am I'll certainly
do my best to show how ready I
tin to fight. But meanwhile why
d..n't they let me alone?
OveraSupply of Welcome.
"Look.- the letter continues youth-
fly. "The whale family gathers
'reand the minute I get home, and
they listen to every word I say as
if it was Gospel. Aunts and uncles
that I didn't see three times • year
come in to meals. People whose
houses I never dined in. people I
actually don't like, telephone Mem
aid ask if Andy will come to dinner,
and exactly what I'd like. My aunt
brings in doughnuts and cnokies ev-
ery day, 'the kind you always 3Yere
crary about. dear/e.' My sister
makes batches of fudge and expects
me to be eating it practically all
the time. I tell Mom some silly thing
about army meals or something,
4 she wants me to repeat it to
one; 'tell them about that time
you were shelling peas,' tell them
what the mess-sergeant said about
your doing the dishes.'
"Evenings are the worst. Dad
won't let my younger sister or broth.
er out of the house while Urn there,
and my other sister comes over with
her husband and more fudge, and
often my cousin and his wife come
in; they live next door. They all
svant to sit around in a ring and
make much of me; Mom picks up
everything I say ar.d repeats it to
the others; I'm not allowed any
reehe to have the kind of evening I
used to like. I mean radio, and a
bora, and maybe a movie, or going
•round with some boy I know. And
thea when I've got to go the, all
cry for two days; gosh, you can't
blame Mom for that, but the others
don't do anything to buck her up,
Forced Appreciation.
"There are two other fellows at
Ca'rlit who told me they left home
three days before their leave was tip
becat..a they were fed and petted
and quoted too much," the letter
goes on. ''One of them had ten days
on his first leave and his mother—
he's an only child—back him out to
dinner with people he hardly knew
every one of the ten nights, lie said
she lased it: lots of them were peo-
ple She hadtl'T known at all before.
The ether one says he always gets
sick at home, and so dog-tired he
has to go to • !IMO for a few days
before he can come back to ramp.
"I think 50 people asked nay_ last
Don't he fro. indulgent /I it i-n
that soldier-boy son of yours
comes home on leave! .4n oter-
supply of itelcorne becornes
tiresome to the extreme. The
average man is embarras,cil
when his family, relatit • s.
friends and en chance ar-
quninfances make a great fuss
over him. l'eu. men in service,
look lipon themselves as hl'•
roes—and they don't want
others to take that attitude.
They knou- they have a job to
do, and they *could sooner
skip the heroics. Another
warning: .4 gloom-laden, un•
happy stound•ng letter to a hut,
in service is worse than no it !-
ter at all. It shouldn't be nec-
essary to fe,ree s'OurSeit brio
cheer f ill in Writing. And fin
your letters t•-ith even unim-
portant news about the home
town!
cave, if I get the sweater Mom
made me, the cards, cigarettes, car-
dy, soap. It is darned tires'-me say-
1 ing 'you bet I did, and it went right
to the spot.' or 'it was just what
I needed.' Then some of these old
girls grin and say 'I'll bet some
the boas era! you, Andy.' and over
and over again I grin back and ELS.
'And how!'
"If you knew my folks," he says
in conclusion. "I'd ask you to go
have a talk with them bet- re I gct
?'Cdrie, and fell them that a-hat I
want is a little neglect!"
Is it possible thnt in our anxiety
I, show these buys how deeply we
appreciate what they are doing for
ma how eager we are in make them
happy, we are in danger af fussing
them into a state of impatience and
Another soldier pert me from
Henalulu two letters from home.
These were writtea by • widowed
rnether arid A young married sister.
Instead of sending Gordon, as in-
telligent mothers and sisters do,
brief cheerful notes with all the good
news they could muster and a Joke
or two put in, these two women
wrote extensively of each other's
health. Helen was having another
baby, and considering the dangerous
illness and disappointment she went
through whet last she expected a
baby. Mama a-as miserable with
anxiety abut it. Carrell might be
called at any time, so they were
living with Mama. and Mama and
Helen "wish they could stop crying.
but really, with everything so her.
rible, it was impossible "
Mama's sacro-iliac trouble hod
started up all over again: she hioi
slipped on the cellar stairs; they'd
had no help that winter, and see
and Helen had to do everythirg
Mama was limping around agile
but now poor Helen's "hear of peril
was close. Carroll was having ha
bad sinus trauble and that might
save his being taken. The weather
teas terribly wet. Mama had taken
down Gordy 's picture because it
broke her heart to see it. "Well,
this m an, awful war, and we will
be glad when it was over," Mama
wrote. "But that is not likely to be
soon. There is no news. Town is
very quiet. Please be careful about
catching colds as we have all had
them. Lovingly, Mama."
That's a real letter, and I hope
the woman who wrote it chances to
see this article. If you know any
mother who is capable of acting
that sort of thing to an absent, home-
sick boy, you might cut it out and
mail it to her. We musn't do any-
thing. when the boys are far i.•
except to ctieor them, send •
good news and assure them ti ea




NIANY a 1)1,)h• Is doing
Av• fur-1,11,41c i.,,wonAA mu M.e-
cind ;Ala i. u it hillds a
!Joh of the raft I clot>.
uratc 7-.1. 70 1.ca an-
tiques oral it tok,,- ning
eye to it e ill 11,1111it -s of
beauty in 1/0 in '.1 Ira k us in
figuring etit good proportions and
modern «iirifart.
Chintz covets will bale padding
over a millwork :did uuo c.ing. Legs













and if the fait k legs are cut a ,ittie
shorter than the front, the backs of
chairs and settees are given a
comfortable tilt. Here, a loosely
t ',aired seat cushion fills in the
edges of the founded spring scat.
Narra w uuttuun Ii iri('e trims the
to ro‘oos I •
ttgut
• • •




• t 11.4. Him-
, 1, , to,t• /rota
71‘, ton,
t cian Yuct, St-rid
!NHS Ill TII Pin EIJI SPEIHU
Brdlord Iiuius New York
Drawrr 10
Eru t.-se 15 ci Os for ark book
Relieve MOSQUITO BITES
I r
1111t1PrtIlit•,gi t Mesttitnitt, fOrfltierly
kleXirari Ileat At, tittt SUOtitt/4, and
p u-- 'i a Ith a etttrj 14.14.1V 4)W+ }gni
! icing frairranee Clean, pleasant.
It di liTT, 6011 clothing. Get Mexisans.
Millions have used —
PAZOs: ptiePILES
Relieves pain and soreness
There'. Nu,' u. ..on why 1,A7.0
in' nt n luntnihr So man, trnihon•
or nulterern pimple Psh n
l'Alt 1 OMIT. nt ro.ollten tnlIttrond 
•rntanten p•14 boll Itching. titetund 
1.4110 torn rot nt lubrtr•len hardrnytt
drond perin—In Ion pro-rtni cr•eking Asis4
1.011 no,. 7hdd. l'AltlotnItorn4 trod*
lo an. nod 'her& hteed 
Fourth. len ran, to um- PAZ() um,
rnent•ft perforntrd Pity ripe malt., Se-
phration ntropin thorough Tour Anclun
ran toil you oboe, Pail) °raiment






Iva. Ask Pout Drowse too Asouin Tstil•ft
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Do You Need Pep?
Get Into Action
For Full Victory!






















: IF • standard recipe
,•,io be 1.1-ott for making sev-








Bleak... Ii giAsse., 6 fluid ounces
c.1; bi
4 cups juice
7. • cups •ugar
1 bottle fruit pectin
Lonnie)
VII
•Itipe Sour I 'terry A11.1 1{1'd
J
151•Iies 14 glasses, o fluid
Ot.11111, 1.1.1 II
cups prep ired iunt
• cusw sugar
I fins powdered fruit pectin
L. on Says:
Jelly-Making: Don't be too am-
bitious You'll have mire sun,
tem and be less tired out if yni
CI only small quantities of fruit
at.a Ume and "do it right."
Unless you have aft your neigh-
bors and cousins and family
helping you on canning, and have
to tsickle the :ola alone, do not
try to put up bushels of produce.
Have a thiy for jelly-making
and jamdmiking Jost as you set
aside a day for washing and iron-
ing. Make it a rule to have
housecleaning ,ir any other log
job on the same
too tired to eaticei.tr tte as you
should on canning
Select your hiri and esti/tr.:Tic
them for cracks or inunerteet,,,,,
the day before vi ri -,11
ning. Get them all %sashed, t...
ftscedming is the only ling 1 '•
you have left w no fichitil
making day corn's up.
In getting stra sherries reialy
for canning or jelly, wash them
before hulling. They won't drink
up as much water that way.
1 our Canning Shell
•.4.!-.1., tit iti
•ll ,1 Rol
• -:. s • .. .i• !
•Il' ittch Ili: -.h.
•Ithubarb
1Stakes 4 pints'
I quart diced rhubarb
quart onions. tub t at













•,4 ‘to ;2# 4.5- .=)19!
92 '4 
id' 4-58ea, Ago lOO AIAr.17,0KI#0
Unselfish
Took It and lift
' tr '1 in,
C.;1,-; • ; ; t
t.I.It ;1'1 1 1; •
-
These day s you've got to dig
your garden. You can't just turn
it over in your mind.
No t'hance
"/ miii :hc,h. for hala, abirIII /II, In,
. n• .I.1 and heat 
0/ awns., '
hot did he
4, t "Voile Inc in" in 41/14ince..-
Stare Alike
Ilakes IA glasse... 8
outi.1,• 11 -,in II
! lops , rushed stranberries
: rushed "toned or iresh
paicapple
ups sugar





f.•:.:- 'Measure sugar and (riot ii
:are,. kettle, mixing well Bring to
I full, r•illing boil over high In '
Stir constantly doming boding l•
hard I minute. Remove from h.• 
Sorely Needed
3:15 stir in pectin Stir and sk,o,
by turns for just 5 minutes to cool
st,,tlitly to prevent floating fruit.
Poar quickly and paraffin or seal at
once.
You have often heard it sand that
perfect jelly or jani can be ob-
tained even with-
out the use of a
commercial pec-
tin. But, to make
' good jelly, tine
fruit must con•
tam n both pectin
and acid in the
1 r.ght qaiintity to
Jell -be it for jelly or jam. Straw-. '
'No, sir," replied Thomas.
tierries contain acid but usually lack 
"And why not?"
I sufficient pectin. That's why pectin, 
• :Cause," was the unexpected
"I twisted my ankle playing
.,t the commercial variety is added I reply,





A K A quiz with answers offering ?".ottit. Since Earls 11100s
,,,,•mg in ship prodm lion wake an •'
Mr.
 Iii'"vY Kjisi'r's achieve- ANOTHE
Allen-ding contrast vs ith the build. 0 0 0
ri of British warships a century The Questions
Stitt] N 111111 PATTFIT'S 1/1"PT.
530 South St. 
t'• I,! Irak,
N.1
.\ 74 gunship named lloseawen
laid down at Woolwich Dock-
.. ,1 in 1811 but not latinclwd un-
: 1814. The 50 gun Wort-ester was ,
....lied at Deptford in 11116, '
.,• iched the t•hristening period in g".:(.1„°';'s7
Ind!, but remained on the ways ''. "'""s" "MO
 was! "Better to
live a day as a lion than 100 years1841
,,,:oat was me first of l'resi,Iips named Royal Sov- as, 
„
%sore also in rlie
Thin, first hwhon iht dent Wilson's 14 points?
slow-mo-
i. For what country did John
itsmouth in 1033, and had her , , ,
Ilevolutionary! nuns. altered to 
Itoyal Fn,,,t,ri,•k 0,1in 
eom s serve as a ri•ar uint
ears later. Another 20 years nnir'id uft'-r the
ent tiy, with very little work
sue is 
renamt„,1 ! 6. %%Imre k bilge water found?
time \s,ii 7. What name IS given to a com-
pany whose main business is the
:dim Finally, as a screw ship, owning of stocks or securities of
took the water in 1860.
The other Itiiyal Sovereign was °ther "flurlines?8, Does I:ngland receive any
statt,,1 to the same dockyard . taxes or other kind of tribute from
Iii41 Three years later the Ail-
dItt nled calicel the w ork l"'r‘<k""1"""s!
I' .1. 1 1lIt tileN' so,,t1 l'ilatlgt'll .
In. : , k, :ma 1357 --aw the ship 
The Answers
.,..1.• o ,. ,t - —
\ ,hip tilt I'll v il,rotis 1 Finale:It doinaiii.
• 1 .11 Inn- Inn -lie -Dock 2 S‘‘11 1.1y.
, •• it 40 ...C. , ;;;;";,to .1 
\11,S,011111
O k I.' ,11--.11',Illt4 .1, :, 1,..1,1,111,
 4 ( );;.•11 cot. enatits opettly ar-
hi. 1 in ! 'ril. , i.,i d. at.
ND n--Tr
• • •






I se .1 poldtd in '
• • •
Odors lin the hands
. . .
Dirty clothespins •',.•ir
: • ill: .'t to
role. e 7 ' 111,1, 
ups'
Uk.iter .1 h. oitti, tht t
ll inn
tilt. ,O1I1 ,1`111 -ill 1;,111 171 
spilt
I, ' lay to
!, Ts, e care
11'..i
Gax Panholders From Scraps
_. .n. t ,
-- i,..!:A',','''
_ .--, • 0..‘-',!r.'
Ni . steno . tollou Ina rapid dir- (-- ^' i .., :Olt
Cilia ,n : "'Son, tlr. Jolts,. is IldI Is t 
L., ,...>„..tatc .
did ou . iv between 'Bear sir' -0' - , ,t,'j
and 'Sincere's yours".'“ ..„..e ...' r •
SIII.Irt itoy ,...` ......./.
Ti : ; t .% , II :,:', W L 1
t. 't ' r'. '
be I': - s. i. • '" 1 e•VI".. 1 .‘6.1.̀• /
1.3.,k..... N, : yis*.. : ..., I ,1 rt'Ith
er o..111 ... ".1 t. It g.. r ,iowil a
this next recipe, lemon juice is add .--1
ed: 1
Strawberry-Lemon Jam.
4 cups washed, hulled strawberries
5 cups sager
'• cup lemon jt ice
Combine sugar and berries, let-
ting stand • few minutes. stirring
Da not mash fruit
Bring to a boil and boil 10 minutes,
stirring constantly. Add lemon juice
and cisik 2 minutes longer. ',dor
into sterilized glasses and seal at
-dice inith paraffin.
..s" )011 haring difficulties planning •
meals a oh paint%.+ !Stretching sinir
meats? I.snn ron gise you
he/p if ,ou write her, enclosing a
jumped. sellaildressed antelope tor
VOW reply, in core of her ni
llewsnotao Union. 2101 Des..
*Uses Street, Chicago, Illinois.
Released by Western New sp ;per Unioa.
aren't you glad you saved
tiny scraps of muslin,
prints ;Ind rain colors? Just see ,
Us uuit an exciting array of gay pan.
‘44/10//, III" ter/I/Iii hi, nu, to 011
kttchert Om e III the Such, a hi ii hi' fidi
BldianS 'Bargained* ( tutto er the raal ,kt. toil, 
__ ... _
"Oh, Jo/in.- ea/lc/1 11r.. Stubbs, slice:- '
is, "I i llllll ii 11,11 ',nit lirl'll l'insil ,IIIII1111 1 
If you were to say the first bugle
thin,"
get Ono sties h,iie on all the mouth'- 
HoltleS: Laugh Betit call of the day ,:t the Army is
"lieveille'•-- .,..,..1 .1 be wrong. It's
The Osait,..Il—idi—ai-1 tribe has the "First Call " Hid you probably"II hat'', that?" grim Irri Stubbs, cub- 
ip'




mg tlie llith century, tile Osage with Army man - it Camel. And
I were fiireed and "bargained" "ut ' Camel is thi• favorite with men in
men ''Now we know that the earth sas, retaining only the rocky hills , Marines. t'i,ist Guard, too. (BasedThat's Out! I of Arkansas, Missouri, and Kan- , all branch -.5 of the service—Navy.
. ..'.....-.. is round," said the schoolmaster, of northern Oklahoma out of their 
on actual ia!es records from serv-
"Tell toe. Thomas, would it be ' once great domain.
In , possible for you to w
alk round the I Then came oil, black gold gush- ' there are Post 011iceA2edstrtichtoiuoths
ice nien's shit es. I
mg from the Osage hills. Once . on pacsages to overseas Armyearth?"
has since produced 273 million to sold,e: 0 m the U. S., and to
worth 70 cents an acre, this land men, \° ii , an still send Camels
doll,rs in gas and oil—more than , men ,i, tiie Navy, Marines, and
$120,003 in cash revenue for each Cioa-d Lliiard wh hey ale.
Osage Indian. 
I!
.I• , 1 CrItIS of
t!'t. lust.
• • •




ernplosed here Hot Iron
'ISA?. 15 rents. Illt
itlf4 for
zn-unnsn ,,I 1,,,Itloidera send > uur
l t•.
A LAT 51SKTII
Itos 166.% kans." city, 
Mo.
t:ocione 15 co...* T., JCII pattern




R information on various subjects ?
5. Ihissiai
Ii. At the bottom of boats.
1. The rigl nt. nu( the state to take 7. 11.,1,1ing company.
propel ty for public Use us called 8. England does not reeetre any
•A'hat'' or any kind of tribal,. from
2. Whilt is another name for the the :50-odd dominions, colonies,pi oiectorates, dependenioes and
mandated territories that consti,
hite the British Commonwealth 01
Nations.
BUY ASPIRIN
that can do more for you that. St. jiwelsh
Aspain. Why Pay 111010 %Var. l's Lirgest






is a rubber-waster. Have your
brok•s checked regularly, It
one wheel "totes hold" be.
done th• others, its rubber
tarries the full brunt of slop-
ping th• car, with resultant
escestivo rubber wear.
In their seorch fur rubber subsik
lutes, scienhos cast now pron.roa
tnytC•nft, a turpentine dereratis•
&Hovered about fifty years ago.
TN, hit of rubber"sources"M grow-
ing almost
It is suspected that the 1913
harvest of crude rubber in
the United States will total
600 tons, all guoyule. Nor-
mally this country consumed
about 600,000 tons of rubber
a year.
. • •
Its r i.iftine triiit trees
• • •
Strong Nti.lit Uliils r
• • •
make sterilized bandaf!es •
Milk
Saver • I .
*Kellogg's Corn Flakes, alone or
with fruit, supplement the nutritive elements of milk
—make a natural combination that helps you 
stretch
your precious milk supply. You need leas than a glass-






Iteloges Corn I Wes si•
stored te RIME MAIN PIU•
TRIM VALVES of thole.










THE LONGEST WEARING COTTON PICK SACK
011 THE MARKET, OUTLASTS TWO OR 7
THREE DUCK BAGS - BY ACTUAL TEST .1 's.
THE ASPHALT BOTTOM WEARS LIKE IRON u y
PLENTY OF 9 FT. SACKS:
FOR SALE BY LTADING JOBBERS
THESE HOME-MADE










WHAT'S THE SECRET,' JUST BANE WITH FLEISOIMANN'S
JEAN ? I'VE NEVER YELLOW LABEL YEAST! IT'S
HEARD OF EXTRA THE ONLY YEAST THAT HAS
VITAMINS IN BOTH VITAMINS A AND 0 AS
ROLLS WELL AS /HE VITAMIN
COMPLEX
AND REMEMBER, MARY... 
ALL THESE
VITAMINS IN PLEISCHMANN'S
YEAST GO RIGHT INTO 
WHAT-
EVER YOU BAKE WITN NO
GREAT LOSS IN THE
OVEN!
YOU'LL WSW THE New, REVISED FLEISCJIMANNI
RECIPE BOOK, MARY IT'S CHOCK-
FULL Of RECIPES, INCLUDING SOtaE
NEW WARTIME SPECIALS. LET'S
SEND FOR 'YOUR FRES COPV
RIGHT AFTER SUPPER!
FREEI-Tke Brood Soaker -40-Pails.fa 4011, book
with over 60 rooms, Writ* Standard Brand., Inc,
Grand Genital Annsa. beg 477. Now York, P4. Y.
tisenc•ul.
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